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Executive Summary
6G is supposed to address the demands for consumption of mobile networking services in 2030 and
beyond. These are characterized by a variety of diverse, often conflicting requirements, from
technical ones such as extremely high data rates, unprecedented scale of communicating devices,
high coverage, low communicating latency, flexibility of extension, etc., to non-technical ones such
as enabling sustainable growth of the society as a whole, e.g., through energy efficiency of deployed
networks. On the one hand, 6G is expected to fulfil all these individual requirements, extending thus
the limits set by the previous generations of mobile networks (e.g., ten times lower latencies, or
hundred times higher data rates than in 5G). On the other hand, 6G should also enable use cases
characterized by combinations of these requirements never seen before, e.g., both extremely high
data rates and extremely low communication latency).
In this white paper, we give an overview of the key enabling technologies that constitute the pillars
for the evolution towards 6G. They include: terahertz frequencies (Section 1), 6G radio access (Section
2), next generation MIMO (Section 3), integrated sensing and communication (Section 4),
distributed and federated artificial intelligence (Section 5), intelligent user plane (Section 6) and
flexible programmable infrastructures (Section 7). For each enabling technology, we first give the
background on how and why the technology is relevant to 6G, backed up by a number of relevant
use cases. After that, we describe the technology in detail, outline the key problems and difficulties,
and give a comprehensive overview of the state of the art in that technology.
6G is, however, not limited to these seven technologies. They merely present our current
understanding of the technological environment in which 6G is being born. Future versions of this
white paper may include other relevant technologies too, as well as discuss how these technologies
can be glued together in a coherent system.
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1. THz Frequencies
The digital evolution of our society requires communication services to be constantly improved. By
means of enhanced multimedia services, 6G is expected to merge digital and physical worlds across
all dimensions, providing users with a holographic, haptic, and multi-sense experience. According
to the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), these applications will emerge during the next
decade and will be characterized by tight requirements in terms of communication [1]. Additionally,
some applications will require functionalities that are not currently provided by cellular systems,
such as accurate sensing, mapping, and localization. Holographic telepresence represents an
exemplary use case in this regard. Indeed, the transmission of raw 3D holograms requires more than
4 Tbps [2], while the capability to sense the environment will allow the network to predict users’
movement without any explicit feedback, and enable an immersive remote experience. Similarly,
high data rate, low latency communications required for factory automation will benefit from Tbps
transmissions (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Tbps transmissions for factory automation.

To fill this gap, THz communications have been identified as one promising candidate for the
physical layer in 6G, having the potential to enable data rates of Tbps, as well as providing sensing,
mapping, and localization services [3]. At the World Radio Communication Conference 2019 (WRC2019), ITU has identified 137 GHz of spectrum between 275 and 450 GHz which can be used for THz
communications [4]. Together with the already allocated spectrum below 275 GHz, a total of 160 GHz
is now available in the sub-THz range. In 2017, the IEEE 802 working group has completed the first
wireless standard for carrier frequencies around 300 GHz (IEEE Std 802.15.3d-2017 [5][39]).

Use cases for THz communications
Two categories of use cases for THz communications are mentioned in [40]: fixed point-to-point
applications, which are covered by [5], and applications where at least one end of the link is mobile.
In addition, a third category covering use cases for joint consideration of communication,
localization and sensing is mentioned in [18]. In the following, these three use cases are briefly
described.

1.1.1. Fixed Point-to-Point Applications
THz communications have the potential to enable extremely high data rates, thanks the large
amount of radio resources available in these bands. However, signals at these frequencies are
subject to severe propagation conditions, including high spreading loss and molecular absorption
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effect, which limit the communication range. To mitigate these phenomena, THz systems make use
of multiple antennas and beamforming techniques which focus the transmit power into narrow
beams. While extending the communication range, beamforming requires transmitters and
receivers to align their beams before the actual communication can take place. This operation is
challenging, especially when nodes are moving. For this reason, so far THz communications have
been considered only for point-to-point applications. In particular, IEEE 802.15 Std 15.3d-2017 [5][39]
defines four application scenarios, which have a strong demand for ultra-high data-rate
transmissions. They are characterized by fixed point-to-point links where the location of the
antennas is known, making device discovery and beam alignment obsolete. The four application
scenarios are intra-device communication, close proximity communication, wireless links in data
centers, and wireless backhaul/fronthaul links [6]:

•

Intra-device communication [7] is targeting a wireless communication link within a device
like a computer, camera, or video projector, making the use of cables inside devices obsolete.
In this context, THz communications have the potential to make devices cheaper, lighter,
and more compact and efficient. Also, the absence of wired connections improves their reconfigurability and repair ability, since components can be easily replaced.

•

Close proximity point-to-point communication [8][9], like kiosk downloading, is targeting
wireless exchanges of large amount of data between two electronic devices such as
smartphones, tables, or hard disks. This use case enables the realization of Wireless Personal
Area Networks (WPANs), where personal devices, such as smartphone, PCs, and monitors,
can automatically interconnect without user intervention.

•

Complementary wireless links in data centers [10][11][12] enable a faster reconfiguration of
data centers, avoiding the deployment of large amount of fiber links and reducing the
installation costs.

•

Wireless backhaul and front haul links [13][14] in cellular networks enable the wireless
connection of backhaul or front haul links to base stations, where fiber links are not available
or too expensive.

1.1.2. Use cases where at least one end of the link is mobile
Use cases where at least one end of the link is mobile require algorithms for device discovery during
link establishment [15], beam forming [16] and beam tracking [17]. Indeed, through efficient
beamforming schemes, possibly assisted by lower frequency bands, 6G will enable seamless THz
communications also in presence of user mobility. Such applications include extensions of WLANtype (Wireless Local Area Network) applications [18], for example providing users in conference
rooms or hotspots in public areas with ultra-high data rates. This functionality enables the intense
use of virtual or augmented reality applications, e.g., in indoor environments and production lines.
Also, future applications for in-flight [19] or in-train entertainment [20] for a large number of users
require ultra-high aggregated data rates. The latter requires backhauling for the aggregated data
rate covering users in the moving vehicles [20]. The use of ultra-high data rate applications in the
context of vehicle-to-X communications requires capabilities enabling the exchange of these data
between cars, or between cars and the infrastructure [21][22]. Space communications such as
space/ground, inter-satellite and deep-space high speed data link can also benefit from THz bands.
In comparison with free-space optical (FSO) communication, the THz link is less affected by
atmospheric attenuation/scintillation and less limited by power and size [23][24].

1.1.3. Integrated Sensing and Communication (ISAC) at THz frequencies
6G is envisioned to exploit the specific propagation characteristics of signals in the THz spectrum to
realize cellular networks with Integrated Sensing and Communication (ISAC) [25]. This new feature
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can improve the support to many envisioned use cases, providing situational awareness and context
information. In particular, THz bands enable sensing and imaging services, such as radio astronomy
and earth remote sensing [26], vehicle radars [27][28], chemical analysis[29], explosives detection
[30], and moisture content analysis [37]. Moreover, THz signals can be used for wireless gas sensing,
electronic smelling and pollution monitoring [18][31]. For example, in [31] the authors demonstrate
the feasibility of using a THz communication link to infer the concentration of certain greenhouse
gases. The same approach can be applied to monitor the presence of chemical hazards in critical
places, such as factories or laboratories.
THz signals can also be used for medical imaging and material sensing, i.e., identify the shape and
material composition of a certain object based on its spectral fingerprint. Therefore, the THz
technology offers support to e-health applications, such as non-invasive tissue analysis [26][32] and
measurement of glucose concentration [33], or surveillance applications, such as crowd monitoring
and street surveillance [34].
Moreover, THz signals are strongly reflected by metal surfaces. This property can be exploited for
security purposes, for example to detect the presence of weapons and in critical environments
[18][26], such as in airports.
Finally, the directional nature of THz links makes them suitable to support accurate localization and
mapping services [18], thus enabling new applications and use cases, such as high-resolution 3D
mapping, massive twinning, immersive holographic telepresence, and interactive and cooperative
robotics [25][35]. For example, the transmission of real-time, high-fidelity holograms may require
accurate localization services, in such a way to closely model users’ movements.
Thanks to the unique features of THz signals, it will be possible to realize radio access networks with
ubiquitous radio sensing and unprecedented communication capabilities. This approach will
promote a more efficient usage of the spectrum, enable new use cases, and avoid the need of using
two separate systems, thus reducing costs [34].
The ISAC use cases discussed above are focused on those that are suitable for THz frequency bands.
For a broader set of use cases also applicable to other bands, we refer the reader to Section 4.
Table 1: THz use cases

Use case group

Fixed Point-to-Point
Applications

Use cases where at least one
end of the link is mobile

www.one6g.org

Use cases

Reference

Intra-device communication

[7]

Close proximity point-to-point
communication

[8][9]

Wireless links in data centers

[10][11][12]

Wireless backhaul and fronthaul
links

[13][14]

Ultra-high data rate local area
networks

[18]

Virtual and augmented reality

[18]

In-flight / in-train entertainment

[19][20]

Backhauling for moving vehicles

[20]

Vehicle-to-X communications

[21][22]

Space communication

[23][24]

Factory automation

[36]
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Use case group

Use cases

Reference

Sensing and imaging services

Radio astronomy and earth remote
sensing

[26]

Vehicle radars

[27][28]

Chemical analysis

[29]

Moisture content analysis

[37]

Wireless gas sensing

[18]

Electronic smelling

[18]

Pollution and greenhouse gases
monitoring

[31]

e-health applications

Integrated sensing and
communications

Non-invasive tissue analysis

[26][32]

Medical imaging

[38]

Measurement of glucose
concentration

[33]

Surveillance and security
applications

Crowd monitoring

[34]

Street surveillance

[34]

Detect the presence of hidden
objects and weapons

[18][26]

Explosive detection

[30]

Accurate localization and mapping
services

Massive twinning

[25]

Immersive telepresence

[25]

Interactive and cooperative robotics

[25]

High-resolution 3D mapping

[35]

Characterization of THz wireless channels
The characterization of wireless channels is of paramount importance for the design of every
wireless systems. This is particularly true for THz bands, since the harsh propagation conditions
experienced at these frequencies may have a strong impact on the system performance if not
properly considered. In the following, we provide an overview of measurement and modeling
approaches for the characterization of THz wireless channels.
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1.2.1. THz channel measurements techniques
The measurement of wireless channels at THz frequencies poses significant challenges which makes
the design of measurement systems more complex compared to lower frequency bands. For example,
given the target bandwidth that is envisioned for THz systems, there is the need to perform
measurements over large frequency bands, possibly exceeding 20 GHz. Also, proper characterization of
the Doppler effect at these frequencies requires very high measurement rates [54]. So far, three main
techniques have been used for the characterization of THz channels: time-domain spectroscopy, vector
network analysis, and broadband channel sounding [55].
Time-domain spectroscopy is a popular method that has been widely used for the determination of
material properties in THz bands. This technique makes use of laser pulses with short time duration that
are transmitted towards a sample of the material under investigation. A detector analyzes amplitude
and phase difference resulting after the interaction of the laser pulses with the sample, which can be
exploited to derive the channel characteristics. This method was used to investigate the effect of
atmospheric gases on THz signals, and to characterize the reflective properties of different materials.
Vector network analysis is another popular approach, which exploits analyzers able to determine the
frequency-dependent and complex-valued scattering parameters in order to derive the channel
impulse response. This technique is suitable to measure static or slowly-varying channels over relatively
short distances, given that the measurement endpoints needs to be connected by wire.
Finally, broadband channel sounding architectures have also been developed. These systems are
composed of a transmitter, which transmits a periodic pseudo-random binary sequence, and a receiver,
which receives the sequence and perform a correlation to extract the channel impulse response. With
this method it is possible to perform instantaneous measurements of the full system bandwidth, and to
measure the propagation effects even when the wireless channel varies over time.
The following table contains a list of THz channel measurements available in the literature.
Table 2: THz channel measurements

Reference

Frequency

Method

Use Case

[41]

260-400 GHz

VNA

Intra-device communication

[42]

60 and 300 GHz

VNA

Intra-device communication

[43]

220 – 340 GHz

VNA

Close proximity point-topoint communication

[44]

300 GHz

VNA

Wireless links in data centers

[45]

300 GHz

Broadband channel
sounding

Wireless links in data centers

[46]

300 GHz

Broadband channel
sounding

In-flight / in-train
entertainment

[56]

300 GHz

Broadband channel
sounding

Vehicle-to-X
communications

[57]

142 GHz

Broadband channel
sounding

Factory automation
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1.2.2. Modeling approaches for THz channels
THz channel models can be divided into three main categories: deterministic, stochastic, and hybrid.
Deterministic models make use of a 3D representation of the surrounding environment and apply
ray tracing or ray launching techniques to model multipath propagation. This approach enables the
accurate modeling of wireless channels, but requires in-depth knowledge of the propagation
environment and produces site-specific results. Deterministic THz channel models have been
developed for various scenarios, including indoor and urban environments [47].
On the other hand, stochastic models are obtained by performing channel measurements and
deriving a mathematical representation which ensembles the statistics of real channels. As such,
stochastic models do not require a detailed knowledge of the propagation environment and
therefore represent a valuable tool for system design. Several stochastic channel models targeting
different use cases have already been proposed. For example, [48] proposed a cluster-based
stochastic model derived from measurements in data centers, [49][50][51][52] introduced models for
indoor environments, and [46] dealt with the train-to-infrastructure scenario.
Finally, hybrid models are considered as a middle ground, as they include both deterministic and
stochastic components. An example of this approach is described in [53], where a hybrid ray-tracingstatistical model for THz communications is proposed.
The following table provides an overview of THz channel models available in the literature.
Table 3: THz channel models

Reference Scenario

Notes

[48]

Data center

Cluster-based model derived from
measurements

[49]

Laboratory, Conference
room, Office

Cluster-based model derived from
measurements

[46]

T2I inside station

Quadriga-based channel model with custom
parameters derived from measurements

[9]

Kiosk downloading

Ray-based channel model derived from
measurements

[51]

Indoor office

Ray-based channel model

[50]

THz indoor
communications in a
rectangular room

Geometric-statistical channel model for systemlevel simulation
Abstract scattering model in the

[52]

Small indoor scenario

[58]

Indoor

Extension of 3GPP 38901 for 100-300 GHz
derived from ray-tracing simulations

[59]

Nanonetworks

Wideband multiple scattering channel model
for THz frequencies
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Reference Scenario

Notes

[60]

Indoor office

Spatial statistical channel model for an indoor
office building up to 150 GHz

[61]

Different scenarios whose
transmission distances
range from tens of meters
to a few centimeters

Three-dimensional space-time-frequency nonstationary geometry-based stochastic model

[62]

Intrabody Nanoscale

Novel channel model for intrabody
communication in iWNSNs in the THz band

[63]

Scenarios with mobility

Three-dimensional space-time-frequency nonstationary massive multiple-input multipleoutput channel model

[64]

Urban micro

Spatial statistical MIMO channel model for
urban microcells at 142 GHz

1.2.3. Modeling challenges and new approaches
Although many channel models targeting THz frequency bands have already been proposed,
research on this topic is still in its infancy. Indeed, several open challenges prevent the
characterization of THz propagation in many different scenarios and use cases, therefore new work
has to be carried out.
The first challenge is related to the development of adequate measurement systems able to operate
at high carrier frequencies and over large bandwidths. In this regard, the short coherence time of
THz channels requires fast measurement speeds, while the high pathloss experienced at these
frequencies requires high dynamic range and sensitivity.
Moreover, next-generation wireless systems are expected to make use of ultra-massive MIMO
antennas and reflective intelligent surfaces. The introduction of these new elements triggers new
propagation phenomena which have to be taken into consideration, such as mutual coupling and
near-field effects.
Finally, the ISAC paradigm requires new channel modeling methodologies, as communication and
sensing operations need to be jointly considered.

THz device technology
While front end at E-band (71 – 86 GHz) are already available in the market, the technology for links
above 100 GHz is still at prototype level. Two major obstacles have to be resolved: (i) harsh
propagation conditions, and (ii) equipment cost. Tens of dB of attenuation higher than microwave
frequencies (e.g., due to rain, humidity and gases) for the same range pose serious technology
constrains to satisfy the link budget. The low transmission power of solid state power amplifiers can
be partially compensated by a high antenna gain. However, at the increase of the gain (above 40 -
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45 dBi) there are problem of sway in case of wind, large footprint and cost due to the required high
fabrication accuracy.
To note that the THz high attenuation is also advantageous because it permits an effective spatial
division, frequency reuse and low interference expanding the potential of this technology.
In recent years, numerous THz wireless front end were presented up to 400 GHz with different
technologies and performance [35][65]. Substantial advancements are reported in developing
chipset based on different processes such as CMOS, InP, GaAs, Si Ge and GaN, mostly for low power
electronic to support multi-Gb/s transmission. The data rate exceeded 10s Gb/s in most of the
prototypes. However, all these systems provide short tens of meters of range, with the need to use
very high gain antennas, due to lack of the required high transmission power. GaN is the most
promising process for high power, but presently is limited to about 100 GHz.
The short wavelength (e.g. 3 mm at 100 GHz, 1 mm at 300 GHz) makes fabrication and assembly
difficult due to the small dimensions of the parts with tight tolerances. At the increase of frequency,
fabrication technologies need to be improved and be more affordable. The high manufacturing cost
of THz equipment is a critical factor for its wide deployment.
At the same time, the short wavelength permits low size antennas and components for high
integration and low footprint, enabling an easier installation and deployment with high density in
urban environment, reducing the cost of site renting.
Point-to-point and point-to-multipoint distribution at THz frequency would permit 100s Gb/s/km2
area capacity needed for supporting 6G concepts. Two European projects, TWEETHER and
ULTRAWAVE [66] explored the use of W-band (92 – 95 GHz), and D-band (141 – 148.5 GHz) for Point
to multi Point distribution [67] and G-band (275 – 305) for point-to-point transport. The key target is
a low cost per bit, competitiveness with the fiber and long range. The novelty of these project is the
introduction of a new generation of travelling wave tubes being able to produce more than one
order of magnitude transmission power than a solid state amplifier [68]. The high transmission
power available (e.g., 10 W at D-band) permits long range links close to 1 km both in point to
multipoint and point to point.
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2. 6G Radio Access (6GRA)
Introduction and Motivation
6G radio access is expected to provide extended support for the traditional 5G use cases: enhanced
mobile broadband (eMBB), ultra-reliable low latency communications (URLLC), and massive
machine-type communications (mMTC). That is, increased throughput, lower latency and increased
reliability, and greater scalability. However, the requirements’ ‘space’ of 6G applications will be much
wider, including flow-level timing metrics, service availability, service continuity, and energy
efficiency. Therefore, the scope of 6G radio access expands well beyond just extending the
capabilities of 5G. Specifically, the 6G radio access design must be flexible and resource-efficient,
being capable of adapting in real-time, both at the infrastructure and the user terminal side, while
also fulfilling the application requirements. Furthermore, it is essential to consider advanced flowlevel timing metrics such as Age of Information (AoI), Value of Information (VoI) and semantics of
information, beyond the traditional packet-level timing metric: latency and reliability. Doing so
would allow the network to capture the real requirements of the applications and, hence, conduct
optimal resource slicing, allocation, and user scheduling.

Reference use cases
2.2.1. Tactile Internet
Focused on having mixed traffic (broadband and URLLC-like) in the same service: High data rates
are needed for video/audio feedback whereas the control commands and sensory (i.e., touch)
feedback must be transmitted with ultra-low latency and high reliability (URLLC-like). The problem
becomes complex as 1) this combination of traffic takes place in both uplink and downlink
communication; 2) the source of broadband and URLLC traffic may be from different devices; and
3) that the URLLC-like traffic may not be fully periodic, and its pattern may change depending on
the status of the control loop. Therefore, allocating pre-defined resources to URLLC traffic may lead
to over-provisioning and a more efficient and flexible allocation is needed. Augmented, virtual, and
extreme reality (AR/VR/XR) applications are examples where URLLC and broadband traffic coexist.
Specifically, large volumes of data (video) are transmitted in the downlink while short feedback and
control messages must be transmitted in the uplink with high reliability, even though a few
consecutive packet losses might be tolerated.

2.2.2. Remote control of cyber-physical systems
This use case focuses on flow-level KPIs rather than per-packet reliability. The 3GPP recently defined
the survival time as the maximum time a cyber-physical control system may continue its operation
without receiving an anticipated message [34]. Several other metrics such as age of information
(AoI) have also been defined for systems transmitting updates, where the newest update
immediately replaces previous ones. Nevertheless, AoI still maintains the traditional view of data
transmission being the end goal of the communication process. Instead, value of information (VoI)
and semantics of information rely on harnessing the fact that data is communicated towards a
particular end goal [16][26]—in this case, the control of a cyber physical system. Only by considering
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this latter aspect it would be possible to escape traditional resource efficiency goals including, for
example, energy per bit and spectral efficiency, and achieve unprecedented levels of resource
efficiency by transmitting less data but equal amounts of information.

Industry 4.0
This use case focuses on scenarios that include IoT devices that transmit large amounts of data such
as video surveillance cameras but also other devices that transmit small amounts of data in a
periodic, quasi-periodic, or sporadic fashion. Furthermore, the environment must respond reliably
and with ultra-low latency to emergency situations, such as power outages, increase in
temperature, or malfunction of individual elements in, for example, an assembly line. Hence, the
network must support different mechanisms to increase the efficiency of communication in these
use cases. An essential question to answer to increase the efficiency of communication is how
frequently the devices need to sample and transmit data. Therefore, considering the semantics of
information is of utmost importance to reduce the amount of generated and transmitted data
without affecting the amount of conveyed information [16], but also to schedule the users and
allocate resources optimally.

Smart metering
This use case focuses on exploring and exploiting the influence of space and time in the behavior
of the sensor nodes. These influence the spatial-temporal correlation of the data, which must be
considered to maximize energy efficiency. That is, in smart metering applications, the spatial
distribution determines the potential impact of the interference from a user to its neighbors and,
hence, sets the bases for the competition for resources. In addition, it also determines the nature of
the collected data, as space induces correlation among the sensor readings, which can be learned
and exploited to design deployment-specific access mechanisms.

Smart city
This use case focuses on the coexistence of diverse services with heterogeneous requirements and
traffic characteristics, including a combination of previously listed use cases, at a large scale.
Coexisting services include, for example, VR/AR/XR, V2X communications, robots and cobots, smart
metering, and e-health. Thus, leading to potentially massive access scenarios with time-varying
traffic demands that would benefit from dynamic scaling of the network resources and from mobile
network elements such as drones, high-altitude platforms, and/or satellites to offload the terrestrial
infrastructure.

SotA on the main topics towards 6G radio access
2.3.1. 5G standardization and limitations in the radio access network
(RAN)
Since its introduction in the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) standardization in Release
15, the 5G standards have evolved by including mechanisms to reduce the user- and control-plane
latency. A similar path has been followed by Internet of Things (IoT) technologies such as
narrowband IoT (NB-IoT) and LTE-M, introduced in 3GPP Release 13 [35]. These enhancements
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include new numerologies in 5G, grant-free random access and advanced grant-based
mechanisms, along with priority handling mechanisms. Regarding the frame structure, the new
numerologies in 5G allow to reduce the length of a slot (the minimum resource unit for allocation)
in the time domain by increasing the subcarrier spacing [38].
In the downlink, besides the traditional scheduling mechanism based on the size of the
transmission buffers, 5G possesses pre-emptive scheduling and semi-persistent scheduling (SPS)
mechanisms, which allow to achieve low-latency communication. Pre-emptive scheduling [40],
usually referred to as puncturing [2][1], allows to cancel the transmission of low-priority (i.e.,
broadband) data in specific time-frequency downlink resources so these can be used for the
transmission of high-priority (i.e., latency-sensitive) data instead. Then, an interrupted transmission
must be sent to the affected UE. On the other hand, SPS assigns resources to a UE periodically, so
these are available if needed. Data transmission in the downlink only occurs in connected mode.
However, uplink data transmission can occur in both connected and disconnected modes.
Uplink access in connected mode is purely grant-based. Therefore, the users must first transmit a
scheduling request (SR) [41] and then, they must receive a specific grant from the gNB that includes
the resources allocated for their transmissions. Until Release 16, uplink scheduling supports SPS,
along with cancellation indication (CI) and configured grant mechanisms. Like pre-emptive
scheduling in the downlink, CI allows for out-of-order scheduling in the uplink. Specifically, the gNB
can send a CI message to a user with uplink resources allocated previously after receiving an SR
from a user with latency-sensitive data to transmit. In such case, the user receiving the CI will cancel
the transmission in the indicated resources.
The baseline access mechanism in disconnected mode (i.e., random access) in 5G, NB-IoT, and LTEM is grant-based. This mechanism is known as the random access (RA) procedure and consists of a
four-message handshake [41]. Initially, only after completing the procedure would the UEs be
allowed to transmit data by first transmitting an SR. However, several enhancements have been
made to the procedure to reduce the control overhead of data transmission. The most notable
enhancement is the Type-2 RA procedure defined in Release 15 of 5G NR [39]. The type-2 RA
procedure begins with the traditional preamble transmission, but it is accompanied by a short
uplink data transmission. The selected preamble determines the specific time-frequency resources
for the uplink transmission. This is, effectively, a grant-free access protocol whose capacity is limited
by the number of preambles.
Despite the advances in scheduling mechanisms for orthogonal multiple access and contentionbased random access, there are still several aspects that require a redesign of the radio access
network towards 6G. For instance, resource efficiency and, consequently, the number of supported
users is limited by strict rules for orthogonal resource allocation. As an example, services with
URLLC-like requirements but with uncertainty in the activation in 5G are limited to using either
time-consuming grant-based access (e.g., via SR and CI for previously allocated users [39]) or some
form of SPS, which leads to resource wastage. Furthermore, even though multi-connectivity has
been previously introduced, the cell-based infrastructure does not possess standardized
mechanisms to fully exploit the multiple links to the infrastructure. Moreover, the implemented
scheduling mechanisms and configuration parameters are usually static and must be designed
and selected by mobile network operators (MNOs), which creates a mismatch between the preplanned service provisioning capabilities of the infrastructure and the actual user demands. To fulfill
the specific requirements of the advanced 6G applications while maximizing resource efficiency,
self-optimization mechanisms for parameter selection and slicing of the radio access resources
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must be put into place, in combination with a wide variety of access mechanisms. This combination
of capabilities is called Intelligent Edge [42].

2.3.2. Orthogonal and non-orthogonal RAN slicing and resource
allocation
In the downlink, RAN slicing in 5G between eMBB and URLLC users corresponds to the resource
allocation problem of incoming data with two different requirements. In [1], the authors proposed a
deep reinforcement learning approach to allocate resources to both service types. The risk of a
specific allocation (i.e., time and frequency resources) for URLLC users in the finite block length
regime is used as the input to a learning agent. The URLLC users were uniformly distributed within
the cell area, each URLLC packet is transmitted to a different URLLC user (i.e., no memory per user),
and the error probability at each URLLC packet transmission was used to calculate the overall
reliability. The approach is interesting but cannot be directly applied in practice due to the
simplification of the calculation of the reliability of URLLC users. Nevertheless, it influenced other
works that target the latency aspect of URLLC. For example, in [2], the slicing of the resources is
performed assuming that, if an URLLC is scheduled with sufficiently low latency, the reliability
aspects are covered. Hence, [2] focuses on the importance of the loss model for the punctured
eMBB traffic, considering a linear, a threshold-based, and a quadratic loss model as a function of
the punctured resources. Furthermore, [46] explores the potential of optimizing resource allocation
with flexible numerology in frequency domain and variable frame structure in time domain, with
services of with different types of requirements including URLLC.
Despite not being included in the 5G standardization, non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA)
presents interesting advantages when compared to orthogonal multiple access (OMA) schemes.
Specifically, NOMA may result in an increased resource efficiency and scalability, along with lower
latency than traditional OMA schemes. On the downside, NOMA schemes usually require a high
level of contextual awareness (e.g., the ratio of channel qualities among users) and more complex
encoding and decoding mechanisms.
An example of the latter is provided in [57] comparing the energy consumption of using OMA and
NOMA as scheduling solutions for eMBB and URLLC traffic. In particular, the schemes proposed in
[57] exploit the available channel state information (CSI) of the eMBB users, while relying on
statistical CSI only for the URLLC users, to allocate the resources for both service types. Results in
[57] show that NOMA attains lower power consumption than OMA in most cases, except when the
average channel gain of the URLLC user is exceedingly high. Even in these cases, the gap between
NOMA and OMA is negligible, showing the capability of NOMA to reduce the power consumption
and guaranteeing close-to-the-optimal optimal performance in practically every condition.
In the uplink, eMBB may coexist with URLLC services, but also with other IoT-like services with
diverse timing requirements. For example, services that require either a 1) high reliability with
slightly relaxed latency or 2) a flow-level timing metric such as AoI [31].
The performance of NOMA and OMA mechanisms in the uplink have been studied in AoI-focused
scenarios with homogeneous users [21]. Furthermore, OMA and NOMA mechanisms have been
investigated with coexisting eMBB and IoT users, where the latter require either low latency and
high reliability or AoI in a collision channel model [7][19]. Even though the collision channel model is
not favorable for NOMA, results showed that NOMA may outperform OMA for latency-oriented
services, whereas AoI-oriented users are less sensitive to the selection of access/slicing mechanism.
The reason for this is that the inter-arrival times tend to dominate the AoI and, once a sufficiently
high reliability is achieved, the differences in per-packet latency between NOMA and OMA have a
small impact on AoI. The analyses conducted in [7][19] were recently extended in [58] to a scenario
with an enriched channel model where capture might occur when the SINR of one of the
overlapping signals is sufficiently high. Therefore, the diverse outcomes for a channel realization and
their probabilities were considered to derive the performance of OMA and NOMA in the uplink. The
results showed that the probability of capture greatly enhances the advantages of NOMA in the
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latency-oriented scenario, allowing the IoT users to achieve considerably low delay and a nearoptimal performance for the eMBB users, which are unattainable with OMA.
In [25] the interplay between delay violation probability and the average AoI in a wireless multiple
access channel with multipacket reception capability and heterogeneous traffic characteristics is
studied. Further, the coexistence of a primary user that aims to minimize the AoI with secondary
users that communicate among them in a cognitive network was studied in [18]. The latter
illustrates how the AoI requirements of the primary user limit the aggregate throughput for the
secondary users. Furthermore, it is shown that the aggregate throughput remains relatively stable
as the number of secondary users becomes large.

2.3.3. Random access (RA) mechanisms: grant-based and grant-free
To achieve the performance requirements of the users, different RA mechanisms must be
implemented depending on the traffic characteristics and the number of contending users.
Differently from multiple access, where the users are known and they are assumed to be active, one
of the main challenges in RA is activity detection, which must be performed before decoding the
data. Grant-based RA has been widely used in 4G and many other systems focused on broadband
traffic, where the overhead of the initial handshake becomes negligible. Effectively, grant-based RA
solves the activity detection problem by using orthogonal pilot signals (e.g., preambles in 4G and
5G) during an initial reservation phase. However, numerous works proved its inefficacy in massive
RA scenarios (i.e., mMTC) [37][33]. Therefore, a significant amount of research has been performed
on grant-free RA mechanisms [24] and on understanding the nature of packet transmissions in the
finite-block length regime [27][45].
Even though slotted ALOHA mechanisms have been around for many years now, most advanced
RA mechanisms are variations of these. For instance, the access mechanisms in NB-IoT are based
on transmitting consecutive repetitions of the packets in multichannel slotted ALOHA channel. The
repetitions in NB-IoT might effectively counteract the effects of fast fading but come at the cost of
increased resource utilization and, hence, reduced access capacity (i.e., packets per time slot) [43].
To increase the capacity of the access channel, irregular repetition slotted ALOHA (IRSA),
implements a degree distribution, which is a function to place the repetitions randomly across the
frames [9]. Coded Pilot Access (CPA) is a closely related mechanism to IRSA, where data packets are
accompanied by pilot signals that aid the decoding of the data in massive MIMO systems [30].
An area of research that has attracted significant attention recently is sparse estimation. Advances
in computing platforms and algorithms can now be used to solve underdetermined systems of
equations by exploiting the sparsity of the solution. Among these, compressed sensing (CS) has
been widely explored for activity detection and estimation [10][14]. In massive access scenarios, CS
can be applied to determine the activation and to estimate the channel coefficients of a relatively
small subset of users from their overlapped non-orthogonal signals.

2.3.4. Multi-connectivity
Maintaining multiple links to the infrastructure allows users to increase throughput and reliability
while reducing latency. This is achieved by exploiting the macro-diversity of the environment in
terms of space (e.g., by connecting to different BSs) and/or frequency (e.g., by connecting to the
same BS but on frequency different bands) which increases the resources allocated per user [44].
Therefore, while multi-connectivity may benefit specific users, careful allocation of resources is
needed to avoid resource wastage and, hence, the number of users and their requirements must
be considered. Furthermore, the dependencies between the different channels (i.e., links) can be
exploited to minimize outage probability and, possibly, optimize resource allocation and link
selection [4]. An algorithm for the link scheduling optimization that maximizes the network
throughput for multi-connectivity in millimeter-wave cellular networks is proposed in [32]. The
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considered approach exploits a centralized architecture, fast link switching, proactive context
preparation and data forwarding between millimeter-wave access points and the users.
Furthermore, a specific type of multi-connectivity where different interfaces are used is termed
interface diversity. In [12], transmission policies and the benefits of interface diversity with an LTE
and a WIFi interface were investigated for cyber-physical systems where periodic uplink
transmissions take place. In [8], the effect of bursty traffic in an LTE and Wi-Fi aggregation (LWA)enabled network is investigated. The LTE base station routes packets of the same IP flow through
the LTE and Wi-Fi links independently. Superposition coding is used at the LWA-mode Wi-Fi access
point (AP) so that it can serve LWA users and Wi-Fi users simultaneously. Then, a congestion-aware
random-access protocol is applied to avoid impeding the performance of the LWA-enabled
network.

2.3.5. Self-optimization mechanisms
The joint configuration of the access parameters and resource slicing and allocation, both in a realtime and off-line manner, is a complicated task. To achieve an optimal use of network resources,
the performance requirements, traffic characteristics, channel conditions, and capabilities of the
served users must be known. Naturally, the use of traditional optimization techniques, including
convex optimization and dynamic programming, provides numerous benefits such as optimality
guarantees and the conditions under which optimality can be achieved. Furthermore, the vast
literature on these techniques allows us (under some conditions) to understand the process and
the rationale for the obtained outcomes. Consequently, traditional optimization techniques should
remain the preferred option for self-optimization mechanisms. However, the increased complexity
caused by the use of detailed models for the channel, traffic, and capabilities of the users
complicates the use of traditional optimization techniques, along with the design and analysis of
the considered access schemes.
Machine learning techniques, which are envisioned to play a major role in 6G [11], can be used to
complement traditional optimization techniques in overly complicated scenarios. For instance,
realistic performance evaluation and optimization in random access scenarios present a major
challenge. Thus, most of the developed access mechanisms oversimplify the different channel
characteristics and performance requirements of the users, which might be greatly different. If
these differences are neglected, access mechanisms may either suffer from low resource efficiency
or fail to meet the performance guarantees of the users. ML techniques including, among others,
deep learning, (deep) reinforcement learning, multi-armed or contextual bandits, can be used to
achieve on-the-fly self-adaptation of the RAN, for example, for RAN slicing [1] and resource allocation.
Furthermore, lightweight ML techniques could be deployed at the user side for the individualized
adaptation of the users’ behavior (i.e., policy). However, some of the major challenges for applying
ML and other data-driven optimization techniques are the amount of training data that is needed
by the algorithms [5] and the impact of the knowledge and fundamental assumptions about the
environment, for example, the channel [3].

2.3.6. Advanced Channel Coding and Modulation
Modern channel coding schemes like LDPC and Polar codes, introduced in the 5G NR specification,
provide near-capacity error correction performance. However, when combining these with higher
order modulation schemes, a gap to capacity exists [17]. One of the reasons for this loss is due to the
non-optimal probability distribution of transmitted symbols. In [6] and [20] probabilistic shaping
and geometric shaping schemes, respectively, are introduced that avoid this so called ‘shaping loss’.
It was shown in [48] that probabilistic shaping can be implemented jointly with polar coding, by
employing the successive cancellation decoder both at encoded and decoder sides. Furthermore,
an explicit code construction algorithm was presented. Moving forward to 6G, the requirements on
energy efficiency, latency and throughput are only expected to increase. This demands further
investigations of a hardware friendly implementation of efficient shaping schemes. Recently joint
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probabilistic and geometric shaping is used to design constellations in [29] with ‘autoencoder’ to
learn the constellation over a wide range of SNR performing close to capacity.
Furthermore, 6G systems will have to support several types of traffic with extremely diverse
requirements, including frame error rate, end-to-end data latency, data block size and transceiver
power consumption. These requirements must be supported by the appropriate forward error
correction techniques. For 5G, the application of polar codes was limited to control channel only,
where small blocks of data are transmitted, due to the following reasons:
1.

Long polar codes require large list size in the successive cancellation list decoder to achieve
reliable performance. This results in a high decoding complexity.

2.

The successive cancellation decoding algorithm and its derivatives suffers from high
decoding latency.

Supporting multiple types of codes results in excessive complexity and power consumption of the
communication hardware. It is therefore highly desired to have a unified coding solution, which
could be adapted to the requirements of various traffic types and block lengths and would facilitate
different decoding approaches depending on the amount of computing power available at the
receiver, affordable latency and target performance.
The crucial parameter which relates the performance and block length for a family of codes is the
scaling exponent. Optimal scaling exponent of 2 is achieved by random codes [46], whereas Arikan
polar codes and LDPC codes achieve an scaling exponent of 3.627 (for the case of the binary erasure
channel) and 3, respectively [22][23]. Polar codes with large kernels were shown to asymptotically
achieve m=2[13]. Several constructions of polarization kernels are available [53][54]. However, their
practical merits depend on the complexity of the kernel processing (also known as kernel
marginalization) operation, i.e. computing the log-likelihood ratios arising in the successive
cancellation decoding algorithm. In general, the kernel must be carefully optimized offline to
ensure that its processing is simple enough, while its polarization properties are sufficiently good
[49]. It is possible to show that for well-optimized kernels under successive cancellation list decoding
it is possible to obtain both better performance and lower decoding complexity compared to the
codes based on the Arikan kernel [50][51]. Furthermore, it is possible to implement code length
adaptation by employing a family of shortened polarization kernels [52], which admit unified
hardware implementation of the processing algorithm for kernels of different size.
The problem of high decoding latency, which is inherent for the decoding algorithms based on the
successive cancellation approach, can be avoided by employing belief propagation decoding
techniques. This, however, requires one either to transform the factorgraph of the original polar
code [55], or to explicitly optimized the code structure for belief propagation decoding [56].
Further developments in this area may enable the design of a FEC scheme which can be scaled for
different QoS requirements in terms of performance, complexity, and latency.

2.3.7. Access mechanisms in distributed MIMO architectures
One of the promises of 6G is to integrate a wide range of device types into a distributed architecture
to achieve greater network deployment flexibility and coverage.
Cell-free architectures are a candidate for 6G where groups of radio heads or distributed antenna
elements are controlled by a central entity. If the number of antennas in these elements is much
greater than the number of users, then it is referred to as a cell-free massive MIMO network [47].
While cell-free massive MIMO networks provide numerous benefits when compared to traditional
cell-based architectures such as greatly reducing the outage probability, having a shared RAN
between several radio heads and controllers, introduces new challenges in the design of radio
access mechanisms. For example, RAN slicing and resource allocation in cell-based architectures
are centralized optimization problems, whereas they become distributed optimization problems in
cell-free MIMO architectures, which increases their complexity [15].
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Furthermore, Reflective Intelligent Surfaces (RIS) are an interesting alternative for network
densification. By being passive elements rather than active, RIS lack several functionalities when
compared to traditional base stations but, in exchange, provide a more flexible, cost-efficient
alternative to eliminate coverage holes. While most of the research on RIS has focused on physical
layer aspects, recent works are now focusing on medium access control (MAC) protocol-layer
aspects to make RIS a reality. For example, [59] is one of the first to tackle the design of access
policies based on the beam sweeping pattern of the RIS, which is needed to cover the area where
line-of-sight to the base station is obstructed. It is observed that appropriate access policies can be
defined based on the knowledge obtained during a training phase, which allows the users to learn
the sweeping pattern and to identify the best time to transmit. However, the training phase must
be carefully designed to avoid excessive overhead.
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3. Next Generation MIMO
The introduction and further development of multi-antenna communication techniques in the
fourth and fifth generation mobile radios had a significant influence on the increase of spectral
efficiency. Yet, information theory shows that the potential benefits of multi-antenna technologies
are still far from being fully exploited. In theory, the capacity of wireless networks can be increased
as desired by adding more and more antennas, both co-located on the same antenna panel and
geographically distributed over the service area. From a practical perspective, however, this presents
many new challenges. In the following we give an overview of the state-of-the-art and promising
trends in next generation multi-antenna technologies.

Fundamental MIMO Benefits
Using multiple antennas has a number of fundamental benefits. Generally, these benefits depend
strongly on how well the channel is known at the transmitter and/or the receiver, on the properties
of the propagation channel (multipath characteristics, attenuation), on the link type, i.e., whether
the channel is a point-to-point channel or a multi-user channel, and whether the antennas can
“cooperate”, i.e., whether the transmitted or received signals can be processed jointly or not. Also,
the design of MIMO solutions crucially depends on the particular scenario under consideration.
There is not a “one fits all” MIMO solution. When designing MIMO systems, one always needs to
consider practical constraints. It is also important to consider the tradeoff between the basic MIMO
gains [1], which are as follows.
Array gain – By coherently combining M antennas (no matter what antenna distance and whether
the antenna is operated in transmit or receive mode), the SNR can be improved by at most 10
log10(M) dB. This upper bound is achieved by maximum ratio combining. This gain is also known as
beamforming gain.
Multiplexing and multiple access gain – Another fundamental benefit of coherent antenna
combining is the ability to eliminate interfering signals, by controlling the antenna weights such
that superimposing wave fronts cancel out for certain channels. This is exploited in many ways, e.g.
for space division multiple access (SDMA) in case of multi-user channels, or for spatial multiplexing
in case of point-to-point channels. A typical assumption in this context is that the number of signals
is not greater than the number of antennas. With an M-antenna array one can separate up to M
users without interference. It should be noted, however, that there is a fundamental tradeoff
between maximizing SNR and separating signals. Certain channel constellations can even lead to
SNR losses, up to the cancellation of the desired signal. This can be avoided by combining multiantenna processing with scheduling.
Antenna diversity and channel hardening – Multipath propagation spread in the angle domain is
causing small scale fading over space. If the antenna distances are sufficiently large, then each
antenna experiences a channel that is uncorrelated with the other antennas. This is exploited by
transmitting or receiving redundant information in parallel over multiple antennas. Therefore,
antenna diversity makes the channel robust against fading.
A further fundamental benefit of using multiple antennas is the ability to estimate the spatial
direction of incoming signals or multipath components. Estimating the so-called angle-of-arrival
(AoA) is of major importance for modern positioning and localization techniques. This approach
complements Time-Difference-of-Arrival (TDoA) based techniques, which are constrained by tight
time synchronization requirements between base stations. The achievable spatial resolution of the
signal components is improved by increasing the number of antenna elements and the aperture of
the array.
While the SNR gain is independent from the inter-antenna distance, antenna diversity generally
benefits from placing the antenna elements far away from each other, which decorrelates the
fading observed at each antenna. Likewise, multiplexing and multiple access benefit from a
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spatially distributed arrangement of antennas. This improves the so-called “channel rank” and helps
to separate signals in space. If cooperative antennas are distributed over several base stations, then
this is known as Cooperative Multipoint (CoMP), which has the added benefit to be effective against
shadow fading (macro diversity). Moreover, it avoids the cell-edge effect through base station
cooperation. The CoMP advantage comes at the cost of increased signalling overhead for
exchanging CSI and for cooperatively processing the distributed signals.
Since MIMO gains depend on the number of jointly processed antenna elements and the aperture
of the array, the trend is towards ever larger arrays, either co-located (so called “massive MIMO” [2])
or distributed over the service area. In this context, full-dimension (FD) MIMO was introduced in LTE
Release 13. In 5G NR, 3GPP has specified 32 antennas in Release 15, which will rise to larger number
in future releases (massive MIMO). The distributed MIMO (D-MIMO) technology has been discussed
for 15 years (see e.g. [3]) and gained recently renewed attention within cell-free massive MIMO [4].
For 6G, the concept of multiple D-MIMO arrays, termed modular massive MIMO (mmMIMO) [5] is
introduced. This comprises structured D-MIMO and several variants of CoMP including joint
transmission (JT) as special cases. Prototype implementation as well as standardization steps are
illustrated in [5].

Channel modeling aspects
Channel modelling is a fundamental step in the modelling of any wireless communications system
since it determines to a certain extent how close to reality the results obtained are and therefore the
conclusions derived from them. Specifically, for high frequencies where the wavelength is quite
small, the modelling of the MIMO channel becomes more challenging since even imperfections on
the surfaces of building structures or objects may affect signal propagation.
In this context, several MIMO-centric channel models have been designed. Some of them are listed
below. These models cover the frequency range up to 100 GHz. Note that, the modeling of THz and
sub-THz channels >100 GHz poses another challenge due to the special propagation properties in
the THz spectrum, which behaves similar to optical channels. This is discussed separately in Section
1.

•

3GPP [6]: The model proposed by the 3GPP is valid for frequencies between 0.5 GHz and 100
GHz. The scenarios supported by the model are urban micro-cell street canyon, urban
macro-cell, indoor office, rural macro-cell and indoor factory [7]. The model also supports
mobility and spatial consistency.

•

METIS [8]: Different channel model approaches are provided (map-based model, stochastic
model and hybrid model). The frequency range considered goes form 2 GHz to 60 GHz.

•

mmMAGIC [9]: The model is based on the 3GPP model. It is focused on the modelling of the
frequency dependence of large-scale parameters, ground reflections, intra clusters
parameters, small scale fading, blockage, and building penetration, among others.

•

NYU Wireless [10]: It is a statistical spatial channel model. Multiple measurement campaigns
were conducted on frequencies ranging between 28 GHz and 73 GHz for indoor and outdoor
environments. Omni-directional and directional antennas are considered.

•

QuaDRiGA [11]: The model considers quasi-deterministic extensions to support spatial
consistency and tracking of users. Extensive radio channel measurements in the 6-100~GHz
range were taken to parameterize the model.

•

IEEE 802.11ad/ay [12]: These semi-deterministic models are based on ray-tracing techniques.
They are focused on short range communications for scenarios such as conference rooms,
cubicles and living rooms at 60 GHz. For the modelling of propagation losses, the specular
components are calculated by ray-tracing algorithms, and the components due to
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diffractions, diffuse scattering and transmission are aggregated in a stochastic way. Human
blockage is also considered in terms of blockage probability and blockage attenuation.

•

MiWEBA [13]: It consists of a quasi-deterministic channel model for 60 GHz. The model
focuses on university campus, street canyon, hotel lobby, backhaul, and D2D scenarios and
addresses several challenges such as spatial consistency and shadowing.

MIMO transceiver design
As the number of antennas in an antenna array increases, the antenna distance decreases for given
space constraints, and at the same time, mutual coupling among them tends to increase. Circuit
theoretical methods have been developed [14], [15] to take mutual coupling into account, leading to
a systematic framework [16] to achieve the best performance taking mutual coupling into account.
Various aspects of such a system were analyzed, including reciprocity [17]. The design of decoupling
and matching networks (DMNs) for such systems is essential, as the number of elements to realize
a DMN grows quadratically with the number of antennas in general [18]. The design of two-port
matching networks at the receiver, where their number of elements only grows linearly with the
number of antennas was considered in [19], [20]. Two new classes of power amplifiers, class M and
class N, were introduced in [21], [22] to improve their power efficiency by energy recycling. Prototypes
consisting of 3 to 4 antennas with antenna spacings smaller than half a wavelength and a wideband
DMN were demonstrated in [23].
Although massive MIMO is a promising technology, it comes with a cost of increased number of
circuit components and hence increased energy consumption and signaling overhead. Note that,
for massive MIMO antenna arrays, the design of fully digital transceivers implies as many RF chains
as antenna elements. Therefore, the research community has shown some reluctance to embrace
all-digital solutions, even though they are much more flexible and, in many cases, more powerful.
This motivates the development of low-power fully digital approaches (e.g. at mmW bands [24]).
Such techniques, for example, are based on low-resolution data converters, use of constant envelope
transmit signals and hybrid beamforming. As the focus was on decreasing the energy consumption
at the receiver side, where the most power consuming elements are the analog-to-digital
converters (ADCs), the achievable rate limits of communication systems employing low-resolution
ADCs were studied first [25]. The analysis of a communication system with low-resolution ADCs is
extended to the power efficiency afterwards [26]. At the transmitter side, the power amplifiers (PAs)
are the most power consuming elements and constant envelope transmit signalling is optimal for
the PA’s efficiency. One way to implement constant envelope transmit signalling is to employ 1-bit
digital-to-analog converters (DACs). The distortions due to the quantization at the DACs are started
to be taken into account in precoder design [27]. Numerous precoding techniques to improve the
achievable rates (or to decrease the error rates) have followed after: some focused on developing a
nonlinear precoder for the 1-bit quantization case [28], [29], some on providing nonlinear and linear
precoders for constant envelope signalling [30] and some have offered linear and nonlinear
precoding techniques for the systems with uniform DAC quantization [31]. Also, works such as [32],
[33] provided an analysis of energy and spectral efficiency for the digital and hybrid beamforming
systems employing low-resolution ADCs. Implementations based on low-resolution data converters
(or constant envelope signalling) are promising for energy-efficient deployments of massive MIMO
in 6G.

Line-of-Sight (LoS) MIMO
As modern wireless communications systems shift towards higher frequency bands, such as
millimeter wave and THz bands, the use of multiple antennas becomes necessary due to the
propagation characteristics and corresponding path loss [34]. As the channel at higher frequencies
is mainly dominated by the line-of-sight (LoS) path, the deployment of multiple antennas at the
transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx) can result in rank-one MIMO channels, thereby eluding an increase
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of the spatial degrees of freedom. In such LoS MIMO channels, however, spatial multiplexing gain
can still be extracted, by optimizing the placement of the antennas at the Tx and Rx depending on
the Tx-Rx distance [35]. Consequently, if the antenna separation at the Tx and Rx arrays satisfies
certain design criteria, full spatial multiplexing gain can be extracted at a specific Tx-Rx distance. In
particular, there have been results for the optimum antenna placement for uniform linear arrays
(ULAs) [36], uniform planar arrays (UPAs) [37] and uniform circular arrays (UCAs) [38]. However, as the
optimum antenna placement depends on the distance between the Tx and Rx arrays, LoS MIMO
systems are susceptible to variations in the Tx-Rx distance, leading to a decrease in performance
when operating at different distances. Nonetheless, many applications require LoS MIMO systems
operating over a range of Tx-Rx distances. As a result, there have been recently proposals for
enabling high rank LoS MIMO systems over a wide range of Tx-Rx distances, e.g. by antenna
selection techniques [39]. Furthermore, the design of the optimum antenna placement of LoS
MIMO systems assume that the Tx and Rx arrays are aligned, i.e. they are facing each other. In
practice, however, there can be misalignment between the arrays, which also lead to a performance
degradation. For this purpose, schemes have been proposed to alleviate the misalignment, e.g., via
precoding/combining [40].

Multiuser MIMO
While the capacity and optimal transmit strategy of a point-to-point MIMO link with given array
geometries is well known, the situation is more complicated for multiuser MIMO channels in a
network context (known as “network MIMO”). Special cases, like the MIMO uplink and downlink
channels (specifically, non-degraded Gaussian multiple access and broadcast channels) are well
understood. But for general interference channels the capacity region (and thus the optimal
transceiver) is unknown. In a (possibly meshed and cell free) network of access points, there are
many degrees of freedom with regard to the choice of distributed access points that are used for
transmitting and receiving information, e.g., the cooperation of the nodes, the availability and
exchange of CSI, the casting type (unicast or multicast [41]), the link type (sidelink or infrastructure),
as well as the allocation of resources (scheduling). MIMO is always at the core of such design choices
and must be considered.
A fundamental problem, in this context is the joint optimization of multiuser MIMO precoders and
combiners, along with the power allocation and the scheduling. The scheduling ensures that the
users are orthogonalized in frequency and time domains to avoid interference, while the power
control ensures that certain user rates are achieved in an energy-efficient manner. Such joint
optimization is generally NP hard, and the design of efficient near-optimal solutions is still an open
challenge. This is particularly true for distributed cell free solutions, as discussed in the following
section, where scalability is a major issue. Some solutions to perform the precoding locally are
provided in [42].

Cell-free massive MIMO
Network densification is an important factor in realizing 6G services with extreme area spectral
efficiency and low latency [43]. In the past, this has driven the development of CRAN and small cell
architectures in combination with decentralized MIMO connectivity. However, such architectures
still essentially follow the conventional cell-centric design philosophy. Above a certain deployment
density, the cell-based approach becomes inefficient due to more and more frequent cell
handovers and signalling bottlenecks, which means that the achievable area capacity reaches a
plateau where further densification does not lead to corresponding gains [44]. This motivates a “cell
free” architecture, where the UE is moving through an array of radio units which are geographically
distributed over the area. Cell-free massive MIMO combines the advantages of distributed systems
and massive MIMO. The concept removes cells and cell boundaries with its fundamental idea to
deploy a large number of distributed access points (APs) that are connected to a central processing
unit (CPU) to serve all users in a wide area. Compared to conventional co-located massive MIMO,
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cell-free networks offer more uniform connectivity to all users thanks to the macro diversity gain
obtained from the distributed antennas. Cell-free schemes can provide nearly 5-fold improvement
in 95%-likely per-user throughput over the small-cell scheme, and 10-fold improvement when
shadow fading is correlated [45], [46].
In order to allow scalability, the user-centric dynamic cooperation clustering (DCC) scheme was
introduced [47], where each UE can connect to nearby APs in a fully flexible manner. The
performance analysis of cell-free massive MIMO systems for different fading channel models [48],
[49] shows the general conclusion that it can achieve a great performance in a variety of scenarios.
Also, the energy efficiency of cell-free massive MIMO is shown to improve by approximately ten
times compared to cellular massive MIMO [50], [51]. Therefore, cell-free massive MIMO has become
one of the most promising technologies in 6G wireless networks and has attracted extensive
research interests from both academia and industry [52]. In the context of cell-free MIMO, wellestablished system components, like CSI acquisition, or pilot design, need to be revisited. A central
challenge is to find a good compromise between centralized designs, and scalable distributed
designs. Good recent overviews are given, e.g., in [53], [54].

Intelligent reflecting surfaces
Intelligent reflecting surfaces (IRSs) are emerging as a potential key technology for beyond 5G
systems [55]. The term “IRS” refers to low-cost wireless planar structures that are able to reflect and
transform electromagnetic waves, either actively or passively. So-called holographic IRS
(“Holographic MIMO”) integrates a massive (virtually infinite) number of tiny antenna elements on
a compact surface: [56], [57].
There are already numerous works aimed at optimizing the parameters (amplitudes, phase shifts)
of an IRS according to the desired use case. Some use cases include coverage extension [55], signalto-noise ratio (SNR) maximization for the single-user case [55], [58], leveraging the IRS beamforming
capabilities for base station (BS) transmit power minimization in the multiuser case [59], and
channel rank improvement [60].
In the aforementioned works, perfect channel state information (CSI) is assumed, i.e. the CSI of
user(s) to IRS links and IRS to BS links are assumed known. This is unfeasible in practice. The works
[61], [62] tackled the channel estimation problem for IRSs; nonetheless the required training
overhead scales proportionally to the number of IRS antenna elements, limiting the applicability of
these schemes in practice. This is due to the fact that an IRS is very likely to have 100s or even 1000s
of antennas. Later works, e.g., [63] , [64], [65] have developed channel estimation schemes with
limited overhead. In particular, the works [64] and [65] propose to group IRS antennas together and
to use fixed DFT coefficients for each IRS antenna group. This has the effect of reducing the effective
IRS channel dimension. While the authors in [64] pursue a least-squares approach to estimate the
resulting IRS channels, the authors in [65] use linear MMSE estimation based on channel spatial
correlations.
Going beyond the work in [65] which uses fixed IRS parameters, we propose in [66] to optimize the
IRS parameters to minimize the channel estimation MSE or sum MSE in a system with multiple
IRSs. The optimization exploits channel spatial correlations as side information and is based on an
alternating optimization and projected gradient descent framework. The final result is the forming
of IRS beams that direct the user pilots into the IRS channel spatial correlation matrices’
eigenspaces containing the most power. This is a desired result in the low-training overhead
regime, as shown in numerous previous works. Indeed, numerical results show superior channel
estimation and data rate performance to the method in [65].
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Security, resilience and reliability
Related to next generation MIMO, the physical layer security concepts, which exploit the spatial
domain to generate novel security paradigms, are of major interest. Security and privacy issues raise
increased interest, because other than inheriting vulnerabilities from the previous generations, 6G
has new threat vectors from new radio technologies, such as the exposed location of radio stripes
in ultra-massive MIMO systems at Terahertz bands and attacks against pervasive intelligence.
Physical layer protection, deep network slicing, quantum-safe communications, artificial
intelligence (AI) security, platform-agnostic security, real-time adaptive security, and novel data
protection mechanisms such as distributed ledgers and differential privacy are the top promising
techniques to mitigate the attack magnitude and personal data breaches substantially. The survey
[67] identifies security preservation technologies in the physical layer, the connection layer, and the
service layer as the pillars of 6G networks. In the overview paper [68], PHY security is explicitly
mentioned as a sixth generation (6G) enabling technology (quote: “The strongest security
protection may be achieved at the physical layer”).
Also, Massive MIMO is beneficial for Secret Key Generation. Channel reciprocity-based key
generation is an emerging physical layer-based technique to establish secret keys between devices
[69]. A number of technical challenges in the channel reciprocity-based secret key generation driven
by different duplex modes, massive MIMO and mmWave communications, and prototypes in IoT
networks are approached in recent studies. An algorithm to generate pairwise secret keys in massive
multi-user MIMO networks is derived in [70], which exploits the spatially correlated structure of the
underlying massive MIMO channels. In [71], a two-band multiple-antenna loop-back key generation
algorithm is presented which solves the major issues of imperfect channel reciprocity, nearby attack,
and high temporal auto-correlation.

Energy and cost efficiency
Energy and cost efficiency is a key design principle for future MIMO implementations (see e.g. [72]).
At the transceiver level, this can be achieved by hybrid analog-digital design and low-resolution
data converters (or constant envelope signalling), as discussed above. In the future, energy
efficiency is expected to become increasingly important in the context of network MIMO. For
example, distributed MIMO designs based on local measurements and signal processing requires
less signaling overhead (and thus energy consumption) than centralized processing of all signals.
However, distributed designs typically come at the cost of reduced data throughput and it is
important to strike the right balance. Moreover, realistic, up-to-date energy models are required to
properly evaluate all factors involved. While most studies focus on the energy radiated by the
antennas, the bigger part of the total energy budget is actually consumed by the hardware (e.g.,
coolers and circuit energy consumption) [73]. Intelligent adaptation based on learning techniques
can help the system self-optimize for energy efficiency. For example, parts of the network
infrastructure can be dynamically switched off and on, depending on the traffic and service
requirements. Furthermore, other design parameters can be considered, including renewable
resources and energy harvesting as an integral part of the network.

Conclusion and connection to other topics
MIMO-based technologies have made a significant contribution to the success of 4G and 5G. But
MIMO has not yet reached the limits of its full potential. There are still many new opportunities and
challenges on the road to 6G and beyond. Especially the system-wide consideration of MIMO in a
network context opens up a variety of new possibilities, depending on architectural assumptions
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(e.g. CRAN vs meshed), fronthaul-backhaul capabilities, frontend limitations, as well as the
considered frequency band.
For THz and sub-THz, realizing distributed coherent MIMO is a challenge. Specifically, THz MIMO
would require extremely precise timings and synchronization for fully coherent base station
coordination. This makes non-coherent combining techniques an attractive alternative.
The MIMO principle is also closely related to Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access (NOMA), which has
been extensively studied for 5G [74]. However, NOMA needs to be reinvestigated for a user-centric
cell-free MIMO architecture. This holds in particular for novel grant-free or unsourced random
access approaches [75], [76], that are required to support the huge number of devices in the future.
Also, rate-splitting approaches, which are well-known from information theory [77], have recently
regained significant interest for MIMO downlink communication [78] and other applications. In this
case, the simultaneous transmission of common and private messages requires efficient algorithms
for joint multicast and unicast beamforming. This may also be combined with advanced nonlinear
precoding methods based on dirty paper coding [79], [80].
The term "Next generation MIMO" stands for the development of spatial signal processing in a
system context. In this section, some aspects have been discussed, but the selection is in no way
complete. More aspects will be discussed in other sections, e.g., the use of MIMO for Integrating
Sensing and Communications in Section 4.
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4. Integrated Sensing and
Communication (ISAC)
State-of-the-art on Integrated Sensing and
Communication
It is widely believed that next-generation mobile radio systems will be designed for simultaneous
communication and sensing, by exploiting the sensing capabilities of radio frequency (RF) signals
in the mmWave and THz bands. In fact, the increased connectivity and bandwidth offered by the
6G technology will enable cooperative devices to exploit data fusion strategies to infer accurate
positions of passive targets for applications including traffic monitoring (i.e., traffic, vehicles
monitoring, pedestrian detection), collision avoidance between autonomous guided vehicles (see
uses cases below), assisted living, as well as accurate localization and tracking of passive objects, to
overcome the necessity to equip all the targets with active systems, and human-machine interface
[1]. Sensing takes many forms, ranging from detecting the presence of an object to its position,
speed, and specific micro-Doppler signature, up to imaging of an environment. Consequently, there
is an increasing demand for systems exhibiting both sensing and communications capabilities.
However, sensing and communications have traditionally been performed separately by different
entities, functions, and/or frequency bands [2]. Machine learning-based approaches based on soft
information for localization of things have been proposed in [3] for accurate positioning to overcome
the limitations of classical techniques. In particular, soft information encapsulates all the
information from measurements and contextual data at the UE at a given position, including
sensing measurements (e.g., using radio signals), digital map, and UE profile. There are several
possible options for integrated sensing and communication (ISAC), which include:

•

Integration at high level: where the sensing and communication systems are separated and
information is exchanged to help in some way the mutual functioning.

•

Integration at scheduling: that is sensing and communications signals are multiplexed in
time, frequency, and space, enabling the two functions to share the spectrum and partially
share hardware resources.

•

Full integration: in this case, sensing and communication systems are fully integrated and
share the hardware and the frequency band. This approach is also known as joint sensing
and communication (JSC); it exploits the waveforms transmitted by a communication
network to perform sensing. To fully integrate sensing and communications, wireless
systems will be designed to support both functions together, using the same spectral
resources and hardware and thereby reducing cost, power consumption, latency, and size.

ISAC can encompass both point-to-point communications such as vehicular networks (with great
applications to autonomous driving) and complicated mobile/cellular networks, which can
potentially revolutionize the current communication-only mobile networks [4].
ISAC at mmWaves may reach significant performance levels exploiting multiple antennas in
transmission and reception [5][6]. Indeed, the potential use of large-scale antenna arrays due to
shorter wavelengths [7], and thanks to their larger bandwidths, compared to those available in the
traditional cellular band (up to 400 MHz), mmWaves could be very advantageous not only for
communication but also for sensing [8][9][10]. Furthermore, MIMO technology can provide highcapacity links to the users (e.g., through spatial multiplexing), while array processing at the sensing
receiver can perform accurate direction of arrival (DoA) estimation [11]. Exploiting THz technologies,
the potential gains to sensing are enormous in terms of resolution and accuracy, especially in shortrange applications.
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To maximize the advantages of such a fully integrated solution for 6G , it is essential to investigate
different approaches and address several key technical challenges [12]: i) integrate sensing into
existing communication waveforms (e.g., orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) [13]);
ii) optimize power and spectral allocation by suitable transmission parameters for the combined
use of sensing and communications [14]; iii) optimize alternative waveforms for ISAC, e.g.,
orthogonal chirp division multiplexing (OCDM) [15], affine frequency division multiplexing (AFDM)
[16], or orthogonal time-frequency-space (OTFS) modulation [17], to name a few; and iv) understand
the requirements and performance of different system setups. For monostatic arrangements, it is
important to understand the requirements in terms of dynamic range and tolerance to selfinterference caused by the direct coupling of the transmitter and the receiver. For this reason, on
top of basic passive RF isolation and radar-domain digital suppression methods, efficient active RF
and digital self-interference cancellation methods are necessary [18]. On the contrary, for bistatic
and multistatic setups, which do not require full-duplex operations, it is crucial to understand the
impact of signaling overhead, sensors' position, and synchronization.
To conclude, ISAC represents a key innovation for 6G that facilitates new applications and potentially
revolutionizes the current mobile network concept. However, this poses challenges that will require
considerable research effort.

Figure 2: Joint sensing and communication in a vehicular scenario (monostatic configuration).

Use cases
4.2.1. Vehicular scenarios
One application of high relevance for the next-generation mobile networks is intelligent
transportation, which refers to services to improve traffic safety and increase efficiency, e.g., vehicleto-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communication. Furthermore, high accuracy
position and velocity estimations are critical parameters for safety application; for instance, they can
assist the driver when executing safety-related maneuvers. Furthermore, using ISAC, environmental
knowledge of both passive and active objects in the vicinity (which may block or reflect the desired
communications signal) can be obtained together with the communications link. This information
helps improve the reliability of the communication link to the target vehicle via beam management
and resource allocation procedures. This scenario is split into two use cases: V2x Uu link based ISAC
and V2V based ISAC.
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V2x Uu link based ISAC
The V2x Uu link can provide a range of V2x services, including high-definition map updating, traffic
and emergency notifications, and support for tele-operated driving. This link could be re-used to
support sensing in a monostatic or multi-static arrangement. A monostatic arrangement is shown
in Figure 2. The transmitted and received signals are jointly processed by the serving base station
(access point or RSU) for such configuration. This requires full-duplex operation at the base station.
A multi-static arrangement is shown in Figure 3. This configuration has some advantages, including
the ability to use the traditional communication waveform (since full duplex is not required) and the
capacity to illuminate objects (passive and active) from multiple angles. This latter feature
guarantees spatial diversity that can facilitate the detection and classification of objects. Multi-static
sensing requires that the transmitters and receivers are in different positions, synchronized, and can
process and combine the received signals by exploiting the communication between them.

Figure 3: Joint sensing and communication in a vehicular scenario (multi-static/distributed configuration).

While general communications can deal with hundreds of ms delays, autonomous vehicle
applications require delays in the order of tens of ms [19][20][21]. In such scenarios, sensing should
provide robust, high-resolution obstacle detection in the order of a few decimeters.
The upcoming 6G technology, leveraging both massive MIMO antenna arrays and the mmWave
and THz spectrum, is expected to address future autonomous vehicle network requirements.
Additionally, large-scale antenna arrays can form pencil-shaped beams that accurately point to
directions of interest by compensating for path-loss (sensing loss decays with the fourth power of
distance in free space) and improving DoA estimation accuracy. Therefore, it would make sense to
equip vehicles or road infrastructure sensors with ISAC systems like those sketched in Figure 2 with
a monostatic base station (BS) or in Figure 3 with a multi-static arrangement employing sensor
fusion. However, several issues need to be investigated in that context, such as specific mmWave
channel models and constraints, given that fast-changing scenarios accompany high mobility.

V2V based ISAC
V2x sidelink communications represent another important use case. Here the sidelink can be reused to provide sensing of nearby vehicles and pedestrians and can be used to complement the
existing sensors (i.e., cameras, radars, Lidar, etc.) on the vehicle. The relative location of the closest
objects to the vehicle in the line of sight is particularly important for autonomous driving. As before,
different levels of integration can be used for this use case. However, as this is a monostatic scenario,
full-duplex technology on the vehicle performing the sensing is necessary for the full integration of
communication and sensing in the sidelink.
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Ongoing research and open problems
There are numerous directions on which ISAC research is focusing. The impact of bistatic
configuration on sensing capabilities is investigated in [22], where a multi-beam JSC system analysis
in terms of achievable sensing coverage is performed. The design of new waveforms that combine
OFDM and OTFS to enable JSC has been recently proposed in [23]. In IoT scenarios, communication
is mainly packet-based, and where the transmission can be sporadic, the impact of packet length
on the sensing/communication trade-off is studied in [24], where a JSC system is investigated under
the finite block-length regime. Regarding sensor fusion strategies (as depicted in Fig. 3), in [25],
tracking algorithms are used to perform a fusion of local target position estimates obtained by
multiple monostatic sensors. In this context, the benefits of data fusion can be used to increase
sensing performance or maintain the same performance (of a single sensor) but release radio
resources for communication.
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5. Distributed Federated AI
Artificial intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) are among the key technologies shaping the
future of the internet and the world. They are significantly changing the way data is collected and
analyzed to gain better and more important insights on key processes and support decision making
in numerous application fields e.g., smart cities, industry 4.0, e-health, smart agriculture etc. The
heterogeneity of today’s large-scale ubiquitous networks and the need to fulfill the diverse
requirements of their users in the best possible way, also mandate the usage of AI/ML approaches
[46].
AI represents a tool to solve networking problems that were previously deemed intractable due to
their tremendous complexity or the lack of the necessary models and algorithms. A common
approach to build an AI-enabled system is to stream all data from source devices to the cloud and
perform the model building/training as well as the inference there. However, the large amounts and
complexity of data that need to be exchanged, often exceed the network infrastructure capabilities
causing challenges with regard to data communication overhead, network delays, privacy and costs.
To overcome these challenges, distributed learning and inference techniques have been proposed.
In this approach AI components devoted to training/inference tasks are distributed at the edge
devices thus alleviating the need to transfer huge amounts of data to the cloud aiming at exploiting
the available computing resources in the best possible way.

Figure 4: A carrier network along with connected terminals forms a distributed platform.

Specifically, a carrier network along with connected terminals forms a distributed platform, where
computational resources are distributed from the core to the edge going down to deep-edge
resources (such as smart homes, smart factories, smart cars, drones etc.), as depicted in Figure 4.
Data is also gathered and collected all over that distributed system including on and from end
devices (e.g. vehicles, mobile terminals), on BSs, on routers, on NF instances, on application servers
etc. Therefore, there is a great potential in distributed learning and execution; to offload
computation tasks, and, thus, to increase the speed of learning; to bring computation closer to data,
decreasing latency, transmission overhead, and cost; and to conform to privacy constraints.
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In this section, we provide example use cases, as well as an overview of the state of art and the most
promising developments in the exploitation of distributed AI techniques for network management,
orchestration and overall optimization. The evolution of the network to support novel distributed AI
deployments is also discussed.

Use cases
Distributed learning focuses on information management in systems composed of several
components that work together to achieve a desired goal, and applies multi-agent systems to learn
and manage the behavior of independent agents and for the development of complex multi-agent
systems [43]. The traditional areas of distributed AI solutions are health information systems,
commerce, energy distribution and traffic control. However, many more cases are now being
considered, since the vast availability of data in numerous everyday activities has generated new
opportunities but centralized application of AI is unfeasible or unpractical.
An example use case includes service provisioning and coordination in carrier networks, with
services being executed across multiple distributed network nodes on demand. To process
incoming traffic, service components have to be instantiated and traffic assigned to these instances,
taking capacities, changing demands, and Quality of Service (QoS) requirements into account. This
challenge is usually solved with custom approaches designed by experts, relying on unrealistic
assumptions or on knowledge which is not available in practice (e.g., a priori knowledge). Besides,
many of these solutions are centralized, and hence suffer from scalability problems. Distributed
reinforcement learning solutions [38][39] have shown to be able to address these issues,
outperforming existing approaches while requiring much fewer resources to ensure high success
rates on real-world network topologies.
Another use case includes computation task offloading for V2X applications. Such applications are
usually computation intensive, e.g., inferring from large neural networks or solving non-convex
optimization problems. These applications currently reside in the vehicle’s onboard units (OBU), but
the growing complexity of these tasks calls for alternative options such as offloading to distributed
edge clouds [6gEco]. As in the previous case, computation offloading decisions are applied in
centralized manner also, relying on unrealistic assumptions such as the availability of global state
information at this centralized decision making component, and hence are unpractical and not
scalable. Distributed reinforcement learning approaches, where each vehicle can decide based on
its local state information what task to offload and when, are shown to be of great interest, providing
great improvements compared with SOTA [41][42], as discussed shortly in Section 5.3.
Finally, autonomous navigation is one of the fields that presents many challenges due to the
influence of many factors in decision making, since it must take into account nearby vehicles,
pedestrians, cyclists, road lanes, among others (see Figure 5). Currently one of the most used AI
models is deep learning because we can obtain much more accurate models allowing us to run a
safe autonomous driving. Normally the approach used is the one in which automobiles store a huge
amount of data centrally on servers in order to perform the offline learning phase. However, a better
approach would be via a decentralized model, where the network is a continuous learning network,
where cars can share their neural network models and improve their own model in real time [44].
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Figure 5: Autonomous navigation is an example use case of distributed learning.

State-of-the-art
5.2.1. Standardization & Related Initiatives
ML techniques can be applied to improve the performance, smartness, efficiency and security of
SDN, as extensively surveyed in [50]. It has been largely recognized that AI and ML techniques can
play a pivotal role to enable intelligent and cognitive orchestration of 5G network functionalities [51].
At the standardization level, 3GPP has introduced in the 5G architecture the Network Data Analytics
Function (NWDAF) [1], enabling NFs to access to the operator-driven analytics for different purposes,
including intelligent (i.e., ML-enabled) slice selection and control.
In another 3GPP study [2], the aspects to be considered in relation to the potential extension of the
current NWDAF functionalities towards distributed operations are described. Several proposals are
made, among which some considerations include a) NWDAF being responsible for data analytics
generation based on a model, which can be trained using different machine-learning algorithms
and training data sets; b) to study whether NWDAF functional split is required, and identify the
NWDAF functionality that can be separated or placed in a different NF/NF Service. Additionally, key
issues are highlighted in this work, such as trained data model sharing between multiple NWDAF
instances. Furthermore some questions raised are the following: Are there use cases, where NWDAF
instances can generate data analytics reusing a model trained by other NWDAF instances? How
does a NWDAF instance provide the trained data model to other NWDAF instances? Which
interactions should have standardized interfaces with NWDAF architecture? To such questions, the
same study identifies the employment of Federated Learning as one of the most promising
solutions, which could also handle issues related to data privacy and security, model training
efficiency, etc.
In ETSI, the Experiential Networked Intelligence Industry Specification Group (ENI ISG) [3]is defining
a Cognitive Network Management architecture, using AI techniques and context-aware policies to
adjust offered services based on changes in user needs, environmental conditions and business
goals.
ITU’s Focus Group on Machine Learning for Future Networks including 5G [4] has generated a
number of relevant outputs, such as an architectural framework for machine learning in future
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networks, use cases’ identification for machine learning, framework for evaluating intelligence
levels, data handling, etc., as well as a number of deliverables, including requirements, architecture
and design for machine learning function orchestration, ML-based end-to-end network slice
management and orchestration, vertical-assisted network slicing based on a cognitive network, etc.
In the proposed “Architectural framework for machine learning in future networks including IMT2020”, high-level architectural requirements for ML in future networks are introduced, such as
enablers for cross-layer data correlation, enablers for ML architectures deployment, namely points
of interaction between ML functions and technology-specific underlay network functions, flexible
placement of ML functionalities in the underlying network functions, plugging in and out new data
sources or configuration targets to running ML environments, ML models’ and training/testing data
transfer among ML functionalities on different levels, etc.
In addition to the aforementioned initiatives, leading mobile network operators have established
the O-RAN Alliance in 2018, with the intention to empower the open RAN with AI technologies, thus
making mobile networks more intelligent, open, virtualised and fully interoperable [5].

5.2.2. H2020 research projects
Many recent projects also promote the design of AI-driven, cognitive network orchestration and
resource management mechanisms.
In 5G-Monarch [6] network resource efficiency is increased through AI-based resource scaling
mechanisms for elastic VNF deployment.
Similarly, 5GZORRO [7] uses distributed AI to implement cognitive network orchestration and
management with minimal manual intervention.
5G-CLARITY [8] targets to develop a management plane featuring SDN/NFV components together
with an AI engine to automate network management by receiving high level intent policies from
the network administrator.
5GROWTH [9] introduced a novel architecture, which features an AI/ML core component, namely
the 5Growth-AI/ML platform that realizes the concept of AI/ML as a Service (AIMLaaS). The target of
the AIMLaaS is to address the needs for AI/ML models for fully automated service management,
network orchestration, and resource control within the 5Growth architecture.
DAEMON (Network intelligence for aDAptive and sElf-Learning MObile Networks) project [10]
introduces a vision for a Network Intelligence (NI) framework, which will operate across all different
“micro-domains”, from the core of the network to the (far) edge, and mainly aims at fulfilling the
vision of zero-touch network and service management in mobile systems.
MonB5G (Distributed Management of Network Slices in beyond 5G) project [12] focuses on a novel
autonomous slice management and orchestration framework that aims to facilitate the mass
deployment of slices, relying on state-of-the-art mechanisms based on data-driven AI. The network
management system is hierarchical, fault-tolerant, automated, data-driven, and with adaptive,
hands-off services.
Hexa-X [13] project is aimed at predictive orchestration and service management, fragmentation
without over-provisioning, elasticity of segmentation according to traffic conditions, and real-time,
hands-off automation using multi-action AI mechanisms to achieve intelligent end-to-end
orchestration.
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5.2.3. Academic literature
From the cloud to the edge: towards distributed AI
As the number of networking applications increases, significant progress has been made in the
performance and accuracy of AI-based solutions. However, AI integration into decision-making
systems and critical infrastructure still requires assuring end-to-end quality. The common approach
to build an AI-enabled system is to stream all the data from source devices (e.g., IoT objects) to the
cloud and perform the model building/training as well as the inference there.
As an alternative, the interplay of edge computing and AI, also referred to as “edge intelligence” or
“edge AI”, recently gained momentum [14], as testified by the flourishing literature as well as by highend chips commercially available, e.g., Google Edge TPU, that are getting smaller and cost-efficient,
hence making feasible to fit them easily in mobile devices or even IoT devices, in agreement to the
tinyML philosophy [15]. By pushing AI/ML close to the end-users and where data is produced, edgeAI
and tinyML bring advantages to the aforementioned fields mainly in terms of more responsive and
privacy-preserving decision making.
However, restricting AI algorithms to run only on edge devices may not be a practical and efficient
solution. The most pursued and straightforward approach is to perform the model training into the
cloud and run inference at the edge. More sophisticated approaches should instead be pursued, so
that the hierarchy of IoT devices, edge and cloud nodes are leveraged to optimize the performance.
Recently, a lot of research initiatives have been devoted on how to adapt (e.g. compress, split) AI/ML
models, to fit within edge/end-devices with tighter constraints with regard to the cloud, and on
where to place them [14]. The early work in [16] proposes a scheduling strategy that splits a multilayer DL network into several tasks, with different sizes of intermediate data and computational
overhead, to be distributed among edge and cloud nodes.

Federated learning
Federated learning (FL) is a recently introduced decentralized approach, where learning is
performed in a distributed manner on each terminal/device/entity, enabling them to share
knowledge without any need to exchange raw data [45]. Thus, one important characteristic of FL is
that, since the user generated data are kept locally, it can preserve data privacy and security by
design given of course that certain design guidelines are adopted. On the other hand training in
such heterogeneous settings e.g. smartphones, data centers etc. creates new challenges for large
scale machine learning and associated optimisations. In particular the following critical aspects are
identified: a) the communication cost since a vast number of devices may need to communicate,
b) the heterogeneous nature of the systems, c) the heterogeneity of the statistical properties of the
collected data and d) the preservation of the privacy of the exchanged data [47]. Thus the research
community should devote efforts to address these challenges in order to achieve the envisaged FL
gains fully.
For example a recent work aims at reducing the communication cost and impact of the
heterogeneity of the data generating distributions from different users by enhancing the so called
over-the-air (OTA) Federated Learning approach [48]. In this approach all users simultaneously
transmit their updates as analog signals over a multiple access channel, and the server receives a
superposition of the analog transmitted signals. The authors propose the Convergent OTA FL
(COTAF) algorithm which enhances the common local stochastic gradient descent (SGD) FL
algorithm and it is shown that can alleviate the channel noise that affects the optimization
procedures in OTA FL. This is achieved by introducing a time-varying precoding and scaling scheme
that leads to an effective decay of the noise contribution.
In the field of intelligent transportation systems, FL techniques with heterogeneous model
aggregation have been applied and two distributed layers are used to leverage the capabilities of
the central cloud to achieve better training efficiency and higher accuracy results [17] the
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computation and communication energy requirements can be optimized under a latency
constraint that affects the learning accuracy as shown in [49]. An iterative algorithm with low
complexity, for which, at each iteration is proposed, and closed-form solutions for computation and
transmission resources are derived that reduce significantly energy consumption compared to
conventional FL.

Network for AI
Distributed AI approaches raise challenges concerning the way distributed AI components devoted
to training/inference tasks are connected and spread over the cloud continuum. Recently,
communication techniques enabling distributed ML have been designed but are mostly limited to
the wireless edge [18]. In [19] radio resources are allocated to edge devices depending on the
importance of data provided for model training. Similar approaches for retransmission and for joint
data selection and radio resource allocation are devised in [20] and [21]. Departing from the radio
segment, in [22] the role of network topology in distributed ML is investigated and in [23] the one
which speeds up Federated Learning training is selected according to several performance metrics.
The network affects distributed AI performance. For instance, in [24] it is recognized as the
bottleneck for distributed Reinforcement Learning (RL) due to the huge data exchange over
multiple rounds. Hence, networking capacity should be considered jointly with other resources;
besides, it can actively contribute to learning and inference. Despite the interest for pushing innetwork computation [25][26], in-network support of distributed AI/ML techniques is still poorly
investigated. This issue is early discussed in a recent work [46], where the new network design
requirements and challenges for supporting AI applications are preliminarily presented. There, it is
emphasized that since emerging AI and ML applications require to transport not only raw data but
also information and knowledge, new communication primitives are required, including
multipoint-to-multipoint and in-network processing/aggregation due to control and latency
constraints. Networks need to manage not only the bandwidth and buffer, but also computing and
caching resources. With similar motivations, the need to shift from a network of information to a
network of intelligence is also argued in [27].
The work in [28] leverages programmable switches to build an accelerator which conducts
computation on packet payloads to facilitate gradient aggregation for distributed RL training. Innetwork inference is also deemed promising in [29]. In [30], the idea of inference delivery networks
(IDN) is proposed as networks of computing nodes that coordinate to satisfy inference requests
achieving the best trade-off between accuracy, latency and resource-utilization, adapted to the
requirements of the specific application. Conceiving a network enabled distributed AI also passes
through proper, even revolutionary, approaches [31]. Through native in-network caching and namebased forwarding, information-centric networking (ICN) can facilitate the orchestration of
distributed AI components as early argued in [32][33] and recently investigated also in [34]. There,
the interplay between SDN and ICN is suggested to support a network of intelligence. Overall, how
to re-engineer the network to support AI needs to be fully unveiled.

AI-as-a-service
The majority of edge solutions embedding AI capabilities rely mainly on complex Systems on Chips
(SoCs), with sophisticated architectures, requiring dedicated hardware accelerators and huge
memory requirements. Alternatives are GP-GPUs, FPGA’s, or powerful multi-core devices [35].
Although the number and variety of these accelerators are increasing, they are typically designed
for specific AI algorithms, hence introducing additional complexity for platform abstractions.
Moreover, AI algorithms are typically tightly coupled to the application that exploits them, so
hindering the provisioning of the same offered service to other applications.
Unlike centralized deployments, distributed AI solutions may suffer from interoperability issues, due
to fragmented and mainly application-specific solutions [15]. To circumvent this issue, it is crucial to
set up mechanisms to identify and discover AI components and build intelligent applications upon
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them as, for instance proposed in [36]. There, a virtualization layer is designed which is hosted at the
network edge and is in charge of the semantic description of AI service requirements needed for
augmenting their cognitive capabilities. In such deployments the provision of AI services could be
done by third party entities on demand alleviating the need of in house AI component building
capabilities.

Ongoing research
5.3.1. Distributed QoS prediction
Beyond 5G networks bring a new era in system automation, by introducing new and demanding,
in terms of Quality of Service (QoS) use cases and applications. Predicting the QoS for end users in
a timely manner and enabling service adaptation methods to react in advance in case of QoS
degradation is of high importance, especially for safety-critical applications such as in vehicular
communications. Current state-of-the-art approaches propose solutions towards the identification
of potential QoS deterioration in a centralized manner. However, centralized solutions may raise
privacy issues, since sensitive user information may need to be transmitted to communication
network entities for processing and analysis. Other practical challenges of centralized solutions may
also arise, such as the computational bottleneck and the fast increase of signaling overhead with
number of end users.

Figure 6: Distributed QoS prediction scheme

The aforementioned concerns motivate the design and integration of the QoS prediction function
in a distributed manner, transferring the functionality from the core network to the edge, where
edge network entities and end users could be involved in the QoS prediction process in a
collaborative manner. Since the core network is decoupled from the QoS prediction process, the
signaling overhead as well as the network delays can be significantly reduced. The proposed
distributed scheme for QoS prediction (Figure 6) realizes a distributed LSTM-based architecture,
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considering several distinct types of network entities (e.g. UE, BS, MEC, Cloud), where each type of
network entity (NET) is responsible of collecting and processing a subset of features related with the
prediction task.
The objective of the proposed scheme is the prediction of the QoS that a NET experiences over
multiple time steps. To achieve this, each NET processes its own historical sequence of data with
length equal to a predefined time window. This is achieved with the use of a Bidirectional LSTM
(BiLSTM) Auto-encoder that encodes the historical data sequence into a fixed length vector, known
as context vector, applying the rectified linear activation function (ReLU). It is assumed that the data
privacy can be preserved by using the ReLU function [52]. One of the available NETs is selected to
aggregate the context vectors (Aggregator NET) of the distributed BiLSTM Auto-encoders (located
at the different NETs), to merge the received vectors with its own, to execute the rest of the Neural
Network (NN) architecture and to provide the QoS prediction sequence. The proposed distributed
architecture ensures that there are no raw data exchanges between the involved network entities,
as only the encoded vectors are transmitted.
The performance of the proposed distributed scheme was evaluated using a simulated
environment and over different test case scenarios, exploiting the discrete event simulator (NS3).
The evaluation methodology chosen for this study is based on the 3GPP’s guidelines. Ten evaluation
scenarios, differing on background traffic load and the mobility patterns are exploited for the
evaluation results. The performance of the distributed architecture was compared to an LSTM-based
centralized architecture [53] and against another two well-known centralized state-of-the-art
solutions.
The results prove the effectiveness and feasibility of the distributed QoS prediction scheme, proving
a statistically similar performance to the centralized solution, while also preserving end user’s
privacy. Additionally, it results in a significant reduction of the signaling overhead compared to the
centralized solution. Finally, evaluation results show the outperformance of the distributed scheme
over the two existing state-of-the-art solutions. The future work includes an investigation towards
performing distributed training, as well as enhancements of the proposed scheme’s architecture.

5.3.2. Decentralized offloading decisions
V2X applications are computation intensive (e.g. inferring or training a large neural network),
characterized by huge number of users, dynamic nature, and diverse QoS requirements. These
applications currently reside in the onboard units (OBU) of the vehicles. However, these units are
limited on computation capabilities. Besides, post-production OBU upgrades for higher on-board
computation power are typically not commercially viable. The ability to offload the V2X application
to edge/cloud via multi-access edge computing (MEC) devices improves the performance,
protecting also vehicles against IT obsolescence, considered as a key technique for future V2X
scenarios [54].

Figure 7: system model; right: an example topology, left: message sequence.
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Currently, computation offloading decisions are made centrally at the MEC. This however requires
centralized data about the state of the network and the traffic requests and preference and
requirements imposed by each vehicles. Gathering such data imposes communication and latency
overhear. Besides, Centralized modeling is too complex, e.g., in a fast-changing dynamic
environment with many vehicles with different objectives. A centralized solution would be therefore
computationally slow/costly, failing also to adapt to the changes in the environment in the runtime.
In a series of work, published recently [41], [42], and [55], we study the application of decentralized
Multi-Agent Reinforcement Learning (MARL) techniques to these problem. The system adopts the
classic edge cloud computing architecture: user-side vehicles request services; operating-side
admission control and assignment (ACA) units (e.g., road side units or base station) control
admission of service requests and assign them to different computing sites, which own resources
and execute services (Figure 7).
Multi-agent systems use agents to represent individual interests and model complex interaction
between players. When a centralized modeling problem is broken down into local, individual
models, it reduces model complexity and data requirements. In a MARL system, each agent interact
with the environment to obtain rewards, which allows the agent to learn highly-rewarded behavior.
At each state, each agent takes an action, and the actions of all agents together determine the next
state of the environment and reward of agents. Therefore, one major challenge is how to learn in a
non-stationary environment when the static properties of the environment is changing over time.
Besides, in such distributed system, each agent can observe partial state information (part of full
environment state information available to the agent) and local reward information (as it cannot see
the impacts of its actions on the system level) only. Therefore, the second challenge is finding an
algorithm that efficiently learns from partial information with just enough feedback signals,
keeping information-sharing at a minimum. The third challenge is how to incentivize vehicle’s
behavior such that they willingly align their individual goals to the system, long-term, goals. The
vehicles can learn about these system goals through delayed and sparse reward signals received
from the operators.
We proposed a MARL algorithm which enables each vehicle to learn the best offloading strategy,
having access to the local, partial, state information only. So a vehicle does not know about the state
of other vehicles in the environment, or the number of vehicles in its vicinity. It learns its offloading
strategy based on the reward signal it received from the MEC, which determines if its bid for
offloading a task was successful and the price to pay (MEC applies a second auction method to
determine the winners of a bidding round):

•

is it better to bid for offloading a task and what is the price to bid for the service; or,

•

is it more beneficial to backoff the request to future, with the hope that it can get a better
and cheaper service price as the network might be less loaded.

Beside the outcome of a biding, the MEC also informs the vehicles times by times about the average
traffic load in its computing sites and also some other system metrics such as fairness. Vehicles
integrates these delayed sparse signal reward information into their learning, to enhanced their
predictive power, as well as better alignment between individual, short-term, and system, longterm, goals.
Evaluation results show that the proposed solution enable the vehicles to align private and system
goals without sacrificing either user autonomy or system-wide resource efficiency, despite the
distributed design with limited information-sharing. The results also indicate significant
performance enhancement achieved using this solution, compared with the state of the art. More
details can be found in [55].
The proposed solution however assumes that all players have a single objective, although many realworld problems are multiobjective in nature. One open problem then still remains on how to adapt
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the proposed framework to multi-objective settings, with different vehicles aiming at optimizing
different objectives.
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6. Intelligent User Plane, In-Network
Computing
User Plane enhancements for the next generation
network
Leveraging on Control Plane/User Plane separation and the possibility of controlling distributed
User Plane (UP) functions by a centralized control plane function, the 5G system provides
fundamental enablers to support services that require distributed connectivity. In the 3GPP 5G
system Rel-15 [33], a user equipment can have:

•

Simultaneous UP sessions with a central UP anchoring point and local UP anchoring point
dedicated to specific services.

•

A single UP session that allows offloading locally part of the UP traffic, e.g. the traffic related
to application servers deployed in an edge hosting environment, while the rest of the traffic
is forwarded to a central UP anchoring point.

3GPP 5G Rel-17 further enhanced the support of Edge Computing deployments by introducing DNS
functionalities to support the selection of the appropriated traffic offload point based on the
location of the user equipment. Moreover Rel-17 introduces 5G core network features to support
seamless Edge Application Server relocation [34].
The trend towards supporting distributed network connectivity will be further developed as 5G
evolves and, with more radical changes in the User Plane, in the 6G network. One6G WI 207 analysed
the use cases issued by the social development towards the 2030s to identify the requirements that
may be considered for designing the next generation User Plane architecture.

Social development towards the 2030s
The on-going discussion on 5G Evolution and 6G identified some trends of social development
towards the 2030s, which may result in new use cases for the mobile communication networks in
the 6G era. Great importance is given to the development of “human augmentation” services [1]: the
technology evolution of wearable devices (including personal sensors and actuators, tactile devices,
audio/video devices, etc.) leads to developing a new generation of wireless connected devices,
enabling services to support and enhance the human abilities (physical strength, perception,
cognition, presence). The requirements associated to human augmentation services are analysed
in Section 6.3.

Reference use cases
Human augmentation services can be typically described as real-time sensory services involving
multisensory communication for e-health, sport training or generic personal assistance for “wellbeing”. Additionally, also shared virtual experiences, such as engaging in virtual collaboration in the
cyberspace, may be part of this category of use cases.
Scenarios of real-time sensor services are described by IEEE 1918.1 “Tactile Internet WG” [2][3] with
reference to Tele-operation services, Immersive Virtual Reality (IVR) services and Haptic
Interpersonal Communication (HIC). Moreover, the ongoing 3GPP SA1 Rel-18 study [6] on tactile and
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multi-modality communication services (TR 22.847) describes uses cases for Immersive Multimodal Virtual Reality and Immersive VR games.
The remainder of this section describes some exemplary use cases and identifies the
communication requirements.

6.3.1. Remote haptic operation
This use case is related to haptic tele-operation in a dynamic environment. In [3], “tele-operation
allows human users to immerse into a distant or inaccessible environment to perform complex
tasks”. Reference applications can be tele-examination, tele-rehabilitation, and possibly tele-surgery.

Figure 8: Remote haptic operation

Figure 8 illustrates the use case from the communication point of view. A human operator performs
haptic interaction with a remote human subject by controlling remote tactile devices, sensors and
actuators. The operator receives the haptic feedbacks from the subject, as well as synchronized
audio/video streams.
Table 4 recalls the communication requirements according to [3]. They can be summarized as:
device to device communication with latency <10ms and five-9 reliability. Scheduled (periodic)
communication is required, as well as synchronization of the different traffic types in order to avoid
simulator sickness and motion to photon delay.
Table 4 - Communication requirements for remote haptic operation use case
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*DoF: Degree of Freedom (i.e., the number of joints in the human body) [4]
(P): Periodic

6.3.2. Immersive Virtual Reality (IVR)
IVR refers to “the case of a human interacting with virtual entities in a remote environment such
that the perception of interaction with a real physical world is achieved” [6]. Reference applications
can be “VR Video, VR Gaming, education, health care and skill transfer such as training drivers, pilot
and surgeon” [3].
Figure 9 illustrates the use case from the communication point of view. A human subject interacts
with a remote IVR System by using tactile devices, sensors/actuators controlled by the IVR System
and audio/video devices that reproduce synchronized audio/video streams transmitted by the IVR
System. The IVR System receives haptic feedbacks from the devices used by the human subject.

Figure 9: Immersive Virtual Reality (IVR)

The communication requirements according to [3] and [6] are reported in Table 5 and they can be
summarized as: device to server communication with latency <5ms and five-9 reliability.
Table 5 - Communication requirements for IVR
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6.3.3. Haptic Interpersonal Communication (HIC)
HIC “aims to facilitate mediated touch (kinesthetics and/or tactile cues) over a computer network to
feel the presence of a remote user and to perform social interactions” [3]. Reference applications can
be social networking, gaming and entertainment, education, training, health care. The immersive
VF game in [6] is an example of HIC applications.
Figure 10 (which is an elaboration of Fig. 4 in [3]) illustrates the communication scenario. Two users
A and B perform haptic interaction with a model of the other user. Additionally, the models
reproduce audio/video streams received from the respective user. The “models can be either a
physical entity (e.g. social robot) or a virtual representation (e.g. virtual reality avatar)” [3] and they
may be physical/virtual embodiments of digital twins updated in real-time.

Figure 10: Haptic Interpersonal Communication (HIC)

The communication requirements are reported in Table 6 and can be summarized as: device to
device communication with latency <10ms and five-9 reliability.
Table 6 - Communication requirements for HIC
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6.3.4. AI-based customer services
Interactive customer service in unmanned shops, where robotics remotely controlled by AI deal with
customers, may arise as a relevant use case. This use case can be considered an extension of the
human-robot coexistence currently studied for industrial applications, with a substantial difference:
the target environment is not limited to the factory floor (controlled environment, localised in
industrial premises), since potentially any public shop may adopt such type of service.
This use case can be modelled as a mobile robot use case (3GPP TS 22.104 section A.2.2.3) including
cooperative motion control and real-time streaming (video/audio) from the robot (3GPP TS 22.104
section A.2.2.3 use cases 1 and 4) [5]. Additionally, as shown in Figure 11, the communication involves
traffic of haptic and non-haptic feedbacks from the robot to the controller, as well as audio/video
streams to the robot.

Figure 11: AI-based customer services

In 3GPP TS 22.104 section A.2.2.3 use case 1, periodic communication for the support of machine
control requires latency targets between 1 ms and 10 ms.

6.3.5. Summary of the requirements
The requirements derived from the real time sensory services described so far can be summarized
as:

•

Low latency (5-10 ms) and high reliability (99.999%) “everywhere”, applicable both to deviceto-server and device-to-device communication

•

Support (periodic) time-sensitive communication for consumer applications everywhere

•

Wireless network communication with high capacity to carry synchronized audio/video
streams.

SotA and discussion topics
The use cases and requirements discussed in the previous section bring to re-thinking the user
plane architecture based on new requirements. Some directions of investigation are described in
the following subsections:
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•

Flat network topology

•

Core network transmission control supporting low latency

•

Wide area synchronization and deterministic communication

•

In-network computing

•

Intelligent scaling and placements in the UP

•

Leveraging ML in the Data Plane

6.4.1. Flat network topology
The 5G system architecture supports features to enable low latency communication. Nevertheless,
these features have been designed with reference to use cases that target hot spot locations, such
as the factory floor for industrial applications or an event location for Audio/Video production use
cases. New tactile internet applications issue tight latency requirements that need to be supported
in wide areas, possibly “everywhere”, i.e. in any house, enterprise premise, shop, hospital, etc.
Specifically:

•

Tactile internet applications like “Immersive Virtual Reality” or “AI-based customer services”,
which involve application servers implemented in edge/fog compute nodes, require “low
latency everywhere” for the communication between the end device and the application
server.

•

Tactile internet applications like “Remote haptic operation” or “Haptic Interpersonal
Communication”, which involve device-to-device communication implemented in edge/fog
compute nodes, require “low latency everywhere” for the communication between two or
many end user devices.

In 5G, like in 4G, the 3GPP network topology is an overlay on top of the transport network. In the 5G
network topology, the User Plane data may need to traverse via a far-end 3GPP user plane function
even if two UEs are in adjacent gNBs and the tranport network supports direct connectivity
between those gNBs. Tree and star topologies will be still used in the future public networks.
However, it would be necessary to consider new topology options to enable shortest path
communication in a wide area as required by the above-mentioned applications. Figure 12 points
out flatter, e.g. mesh, topologies as future direction. Flat topologies seem more suited to tackle “low
latency everywhere” requirements.
With reference to the state of the art of the 3GPP 5G RAN and Core Network architecture, there are
two complementary research directions to enable flatter topologies for the next generation mobile
network:

•

In the RAN architecture: remove the limitations set by using SCTP-based communication [8]
between access nodes, which requires preconfigured persistent associations between node
pairs. This would allow extending the direct connectivity between node pairs, currently
limited to neighbouring nodes, to large areas. The target is to enable full mesh of access
nodes in a wide area.

•

In the Core Network architecture: study enablers for shortest path communication. This
topic is further elaborated in the following section.
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Figure 12: Current network topology and future direction towards flatter topology

6.4.2. Core network transmission control supporting LLC
5G has never attempted to reduce the latency in consideration of any (i) transmission paths actually
installed and (ii) actual switching equipment in the transport network. Figure 13 shows examples of
end-to-end latency targets achievable for device-to-device communication with reference to an
extremely simplified IP/MPLS [9]transport network topology.

Figure 13: Achievable latency targets in 5GC and beyond

In the 5G system up to Rel-17, the latency achievable for device-to-device communication depends
on the placement of the 5GC User Plane Function (UPF) where the UP sessions of the end user
devices are anchored. If the anchoring UPF is located in the central office of the mobile network, the
achievable latency for the end-to-end communication (purple path in the figure) is in the order of
tens of ms. By placing the anchoring UPF at the aggregation router near the UEs, the 5G system
allows to achieve latencies lower than 10ms (green path in the figure). Nevertheless, placing local
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UPF in the aggregation sites may require significant infrastructure investments. Similar latency
targets may be achieved with lower expenditures if the traffic forwarding could be performed by
the aggregation router without involving co-located 3GPP UPF functionalities in the aggregation
sites.
This scenario could be implemented by delegating the path selection to the transport layer once
the 3GPP UPF has set appropriate quality target for the user plane traffic of the application session.
Finally, even lower latency could be targeted if traffic forwarding (red path in the figure) could be
performed directly between the access routers co-located with the User Plane components of the
radio access nodes. This scenario is based on deploying a full mesh transport network topology
among the access routers. In this scenario the contribution of the core network to the latency
budget would be lower than 1ms. The exemplary latency of 3ms indicated in the figure is based on
assuming that each radio access node introduces a latency of 1ms, but lower latency target may be
expected for the next generation radio access.

6.4.3. Wide area synchronization and deterministic communication
The 5G System (5GS) supports time sensitive communication among devices in a local network.
Basic support of IP-based time synchronization was introduced by the 3GPP 5G core Rel-17, but
accuracy for synchronization of widely distributed devices may still be an issue.
The use cases targeted by the 3GPP 5G system specifications [5][7] to determine time sensitive
communication are:

1. Industry 4.0, connected factory

•

Time-sensitive networking is crucial due to the critical nature of manufacturing processes.

•

Today’s applications use Industrial Ethernet, that will evolve to IEEE TSN [10] in the future.

•

These use cases set the requirements for IEEE TSN in 3GPP Rel-16 [11] and are further
improved in in Rel-17 [12].

2. Professional audio/video production

•

AV (Audio/Video) production applications require a high degree of reliability, since they are
related to the capturing and transmission of data at the beginning of a production chain.
Time synchronization is crucial since the target may receive streams from multiple sources
(e.g. microphones, cameras, etc) and the streams need to be synchronized.

•

The support for these use cases is provided by Industrial IoT (IIoT) in 3GPP Rel-17 [12].

The 5G System does not support (up to Rel-17) wide range deterministic communication and IPbased deterministic networking. Supporting these capabilities is important to enable the creation
of new services involving traffic scheduling and synchronization in a wide area. Some
enhancements are under evaluation for 5G evolution (starting from Rel-18) but more aggressive
changes to the user plane architecture may be required for the next generation network.
Docomo‘s 6G White Paper [1] suggests to selectively use multiple transmission paths specialized for
the data transmission of different traffic characteristics. For instance, using dedicated transport
paths for synchronization signalling, while time sensitive traffic is forwarded through dedicated
transport paths with specific traffic scheduling capabilities controlled by the 3GPP core network.
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6.4.4.In-network computing
In-network computing describes the paradigm of delegating application-layer processing
functions to the data plane [13]. The concept is not a novelty with the advent of softwarized networks,
but has already been proposed decades ago as active networks [14][15]. Despite the promising
solutions related to them, active networks did not achieve great success, mainly due to the limited
processing capabilities of chips back then.
To date, with the availability of high-performance programmable ASIC chips, which leverage
processing of up to 10 billion packets per second [13] in a network device, and with the
advancements of network programming languages, in-network computing evolved as an
important research field again. It allows to process the traffic as it is transmitted, which reduces the
computing resource- and energy-consumption of devices located at end hosts.
According to [16], the key potentials in-network computing can bring are (1) a significant reduction
latency and an increase of throughput for certain operations, which is especially of interest in
performance-oriented contexts and (2) a reduction of the network load. However, the use-cases in
which in-network computing can sensibly be exploited is limited by a number of requirements: (1)
A significant reduction of the network traffic load should be achievable, (2) no significant changes
on application-level should be required, and (3) the correctness of the overall computation must be
obtained. Several approaches have been presented in literature, among others to support AI, as
discussed earlier in Section 5. Some works aim at using in-network computing to enhance the
efficiency of applications. A brief overview is given in the following.

In-Network DNS
P4DNS [17] presents an in-network solution so to reduce the latency until a DNS response is
obtained. A parser inspects all incoming packets and extracts their headers up to the DNS header.
If the packet is a DNS query and the respective answer is available in the DNS cache table, the
network device actively responds to the query. This is done by simply modifying the packet in the
sense that source and destination address are swapped and the DNS response header is appended.
The authors evaluate their proof of concept implementation and show that P4DNS is capable of
drastically reducing the latency and increasing the throughput.

Data Caching
Another approach for in-network computing focuses caching and is presented as NetCache [18]. It
proposes a novel key-value store architecture, making use of programmable network devices to
cache data in the network for dynamic load balancing. The designed packet processing pipeline is
capable of detecting, indexing, storing, and serving popular content in the data plane and the
prototype implementation using Barefoot Tofino switches and commodity servers shows a 3-10x
throughput improvement and significant latency improvement.

Traffic Aggregation
The in-network computing concept is exploited in the scope of DAIET [16], a proof of concept system
for data aggregation, which is a common task in several distributed data center applications. The
authors study a use-case, where aggregation functions should be used within the network for
performance improvement. More specifically, their work considers a machine learning approach,
where hand-written digits are identified on several machines in a distributed manner. The
distributed approach leads to the fact that information exchanged between the machines can
overlap and high overlaps mean that an aggregation of updates could significantly reduce the
network load. To detect and aggregate duplicates, the network devices are equipped with the
following information: (1) an aggregation tree ID, (2) the associated output port to forward the traffic
to the next node in the tree, and (3) the specific aggregation function that should be performed. By
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means of preliminary evaluations, the authors show that a load reduction of 80% could be achieved
compared to any of the considered baselines. A similar approach, also considering in-network data
aggregation logics, is presented in SwitchAgg [19]. The proposed architecture consists of a payload
analyzer, multiple processing elements for traffic forwarding and aggregation at line rate, and a
two-level memory hierarchy. By means of a prototype implementation, the authors show that innetwork traffic aggregation tasks can be performed at line rate and that the completion time of a
simple word count job can be reduced by about 44% with the support of SwitchAgg, while the CPU
utilization is reduced by 50%.

Energy Efficiency
In-network computing is exploited with the goal to increase energy efficiency in 6G networks [13].
While prior works aim at placing computational tasks into existing networking hardware, the
authors proposal a general computing platform which takes two tasks at the same time:
Performing general computations and acting as a network node. As – compared to traditional
network devices – the proposed unified operating platform allows for running also more complex
application tasks through hypervisors and containers. A network controller is scheduling the tasks
which are executed on the network node as the traffic passes through.

Out-of-control Sensor Signal Detection
The usage of INC for intelligent process monitoring and for detecting out-of-control sensor signals
is discussed in [20]. The authors consider an industrial robot, connected via an intelligent switch to
a control and monitoring server. The presented approach uses INC to distinguish between the three
process phases of a fine-blanking system. For instance, while traversing the network node, the
sensor signals are clustered using an ML model, allowing to detect whether the process is in a rampup phase, or running in control, or if the process is running out-of-control. Less critical phases (i.e.
in-control), do not require to analyze each and every sensor signal with high frequency. Accordingly,
their INC-capable switch discards or aggregates those packets, which contain non-critical sensor
information, leading to a reduced overall traffic volume. As soon as anomalies are detected in the
switch data plane, all traffic is again forwarded to the control server for further analysis.

Low latency Industrial Robot Control
Another work leveraging the INC concept in industrial scenarios is presented in [21]. The authors
consider a setup, where a robot is interacting with a human. Thus, any type critical situation, e.g.
collisions potentially resulting in human injuries, has to be avoided. The robot is connected to a
controller via a P4 switch, which is capable of detecting position threshold violations of the robot.
To achieve this, the TCP communication between robot and controller is parsed and analyzed. In
case of critical robot positions, the INC-enabled switch autonomously sends an emergency stop
signal back to the robot. By short-cutting, i.e. the switch sending the stop signal instead of the
controller, further critical movement of the robot can be reduced, thus enhancing the safety of the
environment.

6.4.5. Intelligent Placement and Scaling in the UP
Several efforts have been made towards an intelligent placement of computational resources or
content as well as towards an efficient scaling of UPF instances so to satisfy QoS requirements whist
being cost-efficient. Although the prior arts do not consider the intelligence being placed directly
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within the user plane, these mechanisms can give a direction towards an intelligence user plane
design.

Dynamic Scaling
The work in [22] aims at dynamically scaling active UPF instances according to the number of PDU
sessions. The proposed approach assumes that CP NFs (e.g. AMF or SMF) provide information on
the current state of the UPFs. That is, the number of active and booting UPFs, the number of
currently active PDU sessions, as well as an approximation of the PDU session arrival rate. A
reinforcement learning agent decides based on the current state information if up-, or down-scaling
or no action is needed. It actively learns the implications of its actions and is thus capable of
optimizing its decisions. The ultimate goal is to run as few UPF instances as possible, whilst being
capable of satisfying all PDU sessions QoS requirements.

Optimized Placements
Not an optimized scaling, but an optimized placement of UPFs (and MEC servers), is the target of
several prior works [23][24][25]. More specifically, [23] formulates the problem for a joint placement
of both UPF instances as well as MEC servers, within 6G networks so to minimize latency. The NPhard problem is simplified by means of studying the placement relationship between UPF and
edge servers. The proposed algorithm outperforms benchmarks on a real-world data set and on
edge network emulations. Similar to that, [24] addresses the placement of UPFs and MEC servers,
but with the constraint that UPFs can only be initiated at MEC servers, thus relaxing the complexity
of the problem compared to [23]. The goal is to minimize the operational service costs for providing
enough resources and a sufficiently low latency. The proposed framework for joint placement of
edge nodes and UPFs relies on integer linear programming and heuristic solutions to optimize the
trade-off between costs and latency reduction gains. The follow-up work presented in [25]
additionally considers dynamicity when deciding about the placement of the instances, i.e., the
proposed approach allows to adapt to changes in user locations while ensuring QoS. By means of a
scheduling technique relying on Optimal Stopping Theory (OST), the UPF placement is dynamically
orchestrated depending on observed latency violations. To avoid too frequent re-configurations of
the UPF placement, the authors also study the best re-computation time.

6.4.6. Leveraging ML in the Data Plane
Machine Learning offers a huge and diverse set of potential use-cases for being used in the context
of communications networks. The most prominent ones include traffic classification, load
forecasting, active queue management, detection of anomalies or malicious traffic, or path
computation and routing or switching [26]. The outcome of the decision is often triggering (near-)
real-time actions in the network, and hence, has strict requirements in terms of the speed with
which a decision is made. As most current approaches for using ML in the network consider the
logic being deployed in the control plane, these strict requirements cannot be met, due to the delay
incurred for communicating with the control plane. As a consequence, the practical usage of MLtriggered actions in the network is limited. To overcome the issue, ML logics can directly be deployed
in the data plane. Apart from meeting the stringent delay requirements, this brings several
additional benefits [27]:
(1) Switches have a high performance and are capable of achieving a latency in the order of
hundreds of nanoseconds per packet [28] and are thus faster than high-end ML accelerators [29].
(2) In addition to that, switches have a lower power consumption compared to most accelerators.
(3) For distributed ML use-cases, where the performance is bounded by the duration for
transmitting data between notes, the fact that switches can classify with the same rate as they can
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carry packets to nodes, is beneficial. Potentially, they can even outperform approaches relying on/in
a single node.
(4) When used outside a data center, classification within network devices can reduce the load on
the network (due to early data termination) and provide scalability over time.
(5) Given that a switch can support both, networking and ML operations, it is often the cheaper
solution, as no additional hardware needs to be installed. All in all, deploying ML in the network, and
specifically in the data plane, is more power efficient, can reduce the load and delay, and
consequently reduces costs while enhancing the user satisfaction.

Limitations and Potential Solutions
Despite the promising benefits, the deployment of ML in switches is not used in production
environments and scarcely discussed by the research community. This is due to several practical
obstacles, which are hard to overcome. Thereby, the most significant ones are the scarce availability
of memory and the limited capability of switches in terms of performing complex mathematical
operations. The following table summarizes some obstacles, consequential limitations, potential
solutions, and drawbacks of the solutions [27][30]. In the following, three distinct solution directions
from literature are presented. The first one tackles the challenges by translating high complex ML
models to simple match-action pipelines. The second one follows the approach of distributing an
Artificial Neural Network over (geographically) distributed network nodes, where each node is
taking care of the computations carried out by one neuron. The third one proposes a domainspecific enhancement of switch architectures to support in-network ML.
Table 7: Obstacles of Leveraging ML in the Data Plane

Obstacle

Resulting
limitations for innetwork ML

Potential solution

Solution drawback

Pipelined
architecture of
switches and finite
amount of
resources

Complex operations,
such as polynomials or
logarithms, cannot be
performed

Look-up tables to
store pre-computed
results

Very finite size of table
that can be stored
makes the solution
unpractical

Finite amount of
memory

Limited size of lookup
tables (potentially
overcoming the
obstacle of not being
able to perform
complex operations)

Reduced number of
entries in the look-up
table (e.g. by grouping
similar values)

Reduced reliability /
correctness of the
results

Packet re-circulation:
Fragmentation of
packet into headersized units and
iterative processing in
the pipeline

Adjustments needed to
maintain the metadata
information,
degradation of
throughput, only
applicable in networks
with low utilization

Concatenation of
multiple pipelines to
increase number of
stages and supported
operations per packet

Reduction of
throughput, metadata
cannot be used
anymore to share
information between
stages between
pipelines

Limited number of
stages per pipeline
(typically 12 to 20
per switch)

Support of only partial
de-capsulations and
packet processing.
Number of extractable
header information
(features) limited by
number of stages.
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Reducing Complex ML Logics to Simple Match-Action Rules
The authors of [27] overcome the drawback of a limited set of simple operations that can be
performed in networking hardware by mapping trained ML models to low complex match-action
pipelines. They consider the use-case of classifying IoT device types based on the packet header
information (11 features in total) given in the IoT traffics’ packets. More specifically, they propose
different solution to resemble the decision logic of four different state-of-the-art classifiers: Decision
Tree, SVM, Naïve Bayes, and K-means. For the two examples Decision Tree and SVM, the translation
to the way simpler match-action pipelines works as follows:

•

Decision Tree: The number of stages implemented in the pipeline equals the number of
used features plus one. In every stage, one feature is matched with all its potential values.
The result, i.e., the branch taken, is encoded into a meta data field and at the last stage of the
pipeline, the coded fields of all features are matched and the value is mapped to the
resulting leaf node.

•

SVM: Implementation of m tables, where each table is dedicated to a hyper-plane which
indicates the side of a given value. The set of features is the key for the match-action table
and the action is a “vote”, a simple flag denoting whether the input belongs within or outside
the hyper-plane. After the input has passed all m tables (i.e. hyper-planes) the votes are
counted and the input is classified accordingly.

The proposed prototypes, both implemented in hardware and software, are capable of classifying
the traffic of real-world traces at line rate. The most reliable classification with an accuracy of 0.94
could be achieved by the decision tree. Reducing the number of features, and thus the tree depth
as well as the number of per-packet operations, to five, still an accuracy of 0.85 can be achieved.
Distributed Machine Learning
The work in [31] proposes a distributed ANN approach, where network nodes at different locations
perform the computations of a single neuron of that ANN and where the network links represent
the connections between the neurons. An illustration is given in Figure 14.

Figure 14: Distributed ANN [31]

The illustrated ANN on the left side consists of an input layer with two neurons (N_1,N_2), a hidden
layer with three neurons (N_3, N_4, N_5), and an output layer consisting of two neurons (N_6, N_7).
Each of the input layer neurons is connected to each of the hidden layer neurons and each of them
is again connected to all of the neurons of the output layers. The ANN-assisted computer network
depicted on the right-hand side shows the distribution of the ANN over the network devices. Each
node in the ANN-assisted network is responsible for the tasks carried out by one of the ANN’s
neurons. Thus, the ANN’s logic is distributed over the network’s devices. Information sharing
between the neurons is done by piggy-packing data on existing flows.
The authors motivate their approach with the use-case of smart network telemetry (whereas the
approach is generic enough to be mapped to other use-cases such as real-time flow classification
or smart traffic engineering). With network telemetry, as done today, the switches embed the
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telemetry data to the packets as they traverse the switch. Dedicated switches, typically those nearby
the network edge, collect the telemetry embedded in the packets and send the information to the
control plane. With increasing line speed and the constantly growing load on networks, this
approach could however saturate or even overload the communication channel between controland data plane. To overcome this, telemetry data could be sent intelligently to the control plane in
a selective manner, e.g. only when unexpected events occur. Hence, instead of relying on hardcoded collection rules, the authors propose to rely on an approach which intelligently, via the
distributed ANN, decides whether telemetry information should be shared with the CP.
The proposal of distributing an ANN’s neurons is, however, coupled to a variety of challenges and a
valid mapping of neurons to network nodes has several pre-requisites that need to be fulfilled. If
neurons are connected in the ANN, the respective network nodes need to be connected as well. In
addition to that, it needs to be guaranteed that flows with sufficient capacity are active between
these nodes, to enable picky-packing of information. The paths between the neurons should be as
short as possible to avoid synchronization issues and runtime timeouts. The authors formulate an
optimization problem to minimize the distance between the neurons, accounting for all involved
constraints.
The authors implement their approach using P4 and show that it is capable of reducing the amount
of data shared between CP and DP (5 times fewer data reported) while achieving a precision of 91%
in terms of correctly determining non-expected events that should be reported.

Switch Architecture Enhancements
In order to deploy ML in the data plane, a certain degree of flexibility is needed in terms of the matchactions to deploy. However, the speed and flexibility are conflicting goals. While programmable of
the shelf hardware can cheaply be adapted according to the current needs, they are much slower
compared to dedicated hardware implementations. However, dedicated hardware, which is
capable of providing high speed, is very expensive to replace if a different architecture, e.g. of the
switch pipeline is needed. The paramount goal of the work presented in [32] is to meet the trade-off
between programmability and speed. For instance, it is desirable on the one hand to allow as much
flexibility as possible and the usage of a wide range of commands and actions. On the other hand,
packets should be processed as fast as possible, which can be achieved with dedicated hardware.
This conflicts with the goal of flexibility, as replacing the hardware with each new feature that should
be provided, results in immersive costs. The match-action hardware proposed in the scope of PISA
allows just enough re-configuration in the field, such that new rules for packet processing can be
implemented and enforced at run-time. In general, it allows to re-configure the data plane in the
following four ways:

1. Definition and re-definition of fields
2. Specification of number, topology, widths, and depth of match tables
3. Definition of new actions
4. Placing arbitrarily modified packets in specified queues
This proposal is hence suitable to (partially) address the limitations as denoted in Table 5. Building
on top of this architecture, Taurus [30] presents a domain-specific architecture for switches (and
NICs) to perform per-packet ML in the data plane at line rate. It adds a new compute block which is
based on parallel-patterns abstraction, i.e., MapReduce. The new block introduced is a grid of
memory units (MUs) and compute units (CUs), implementing a spatial single-instruction-multipledata (SIMD) architecture. The control-plane of a Taurus-enabled data center shall obtain a global
view of the network and train ML models, which are then used by the data plane to perform
optimized, per-packet decisions.
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Technology trends: summary
Section 6.4 presents different solutions for an evolution towards an IUP in 6G systems. We can
aggregate the solutions in two technology trends:

•

Delegating 3GPP User Plane Functionalities to the Transport Layer

•

Leveraging In-network Computing in the User Plane.

This section draw conclusion on a potential architecture approach to implement these two
technology trends.

6.5.1. Delegating 3GPP User Plane Functionalities to the Transport Layer
This technology trend aims at:

•

Achieving UP latency performance gains by leveraging on shortest path communication in
the transport network

•

Distributing UP routing functionalities at the access nodes of the 3GPP network without
incurring in the significant increase of deployment costs that would require deploying fullfledged 3GPP UPF at each access site

•

Simplifying the 3GPP User Plane components to reduce their cost, possibly leveraging on
general purpose IT technologies (e.g., standardized by IETF) instead of designing 3GPPspecific functionalities.

With specific reference to UE-to-UE communication, Figure 15 depicts the 5G state of the art (the
communication path is implemented by two PDU sessions anchored to CN UPF(s)) and the target
configuration that could be achieved in the 6G architecture (direct user plane path between the
gNBs). The target configuration assumes that all the gNBs in the service area are interconnected
by full mesh topology in the transport network.

Figure 15: UE-to-UE communication in legacy and future architecture

In comparison with the 5G system architecture depicted in Figure 16, Figure 17 describes the
architecture changes required to realize the target configuration in the 3GPP User Plane by
delegating functionalities to the transport layer.
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Figure 16: 5G state of the art architecture (simplified view)

Figure 17: proposed 6G User Plane architecture to delegate UP functionalities to the transport network
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User Plane aspects
1.

Shortest path user plane connectivity

Shortest path user plane connectivity between gNBs is realized by leveraging on SR-enabled access
routers integrated with the CU-UP+ component of the gNB. The access routers of the gNBs are
connected by full mesh topology in the transport layer.

2. 3GPP User Plane reference points
User Plane traffic may be routed over:

•

The reference point Xn-y for UE-to-EU communication within a wide area where direct user
plane path between gNBs is possible.

•

The reference point Nx for UE-to-UPF communication with a Data Network or UE-to-UPFto-UE communication when establishing a direct user plane path between gNBs is not
possible.

3. CU-UP+
The 5G CU-UP is extended with a set of functionalities implemented by the access router integrated
with the 6G CU-UP+:

•

Perform Locator/ID resolution with the MS/MR Control Plane function for UL packets

•

Act as QoS enforcement component (see point 5).

The reference point Xn-y could be used also as evolution of the legacy Xn-U (GTP-U based, see
Figure 16) for data forwarding between the gNBs.

4. 6G UPF
The 6G UPF implements much simplified functionalities in comparison with the 5G UPF; the
functionalities are implemented by the access router integrated with the 6G UPF:

•

Perform Locator/ID resolution with the MS/MR Control Plane function for DL packets; this
can be implemented by IETF LISP methods as proposed in Solution #1.

•

Act as QoS enforcement component (see point 5).

5. QoS enforcement
QoS enforcement is performed by the routers either at the CU-UP+ (for Xn-y or Nx communication)
or at the 6G UPF (for Nx communication) or at the IUF (for Xn-Y communication). The QoS
enforcement component:

•

Enforces the uplink bitrates based on the QFI marked by the UE in the UL packets

•

In DL direction, in addition to the DL bitrate enforcement, marks the packets with the
corresponding QoS Flow Identifier (QFI) that are used in the target gNB for radio resource
scheduling.

The same QoS enforcement component may perform the QoS-functions for both directions for a
packet.
NOTE: it is for further study how the QoS enforcement component is made aware of the session
and QoS policy. In particular, it is for further study how to enforce the same QoS bi-directionally for
UE-to-UE communication if the UEs have different subscriptions or capabilities.
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Control Plane aspects
Locator/ID resolution is supported by the MS/MR (Map-Server/Map-Resolver) Control Plane
function. The MS/MR handles two reference points implemented by service-based interfaces:

•

The MS/MR exposes a service-based interface to the routers integrated in the gNB’s CU-UP+
and CN’s 6G UPF to perform Locator/ID resolution

•

The MS/MR exposes a service-based interface to the Control Plane functions in CN (SMF) and
RAN (CU-CP) that the CP functions invokes to store Location/ID mapping in the MS at PDU
session establishment and modification.

6.5.2. Leveraging In-network Computing in the User Plane
In the following, we present a solution stream leveraging in-network computing for 6G networks.
The key idea is a programmable user plane, capable of carrying out computations on packets as
they traverse the network devices, instead of purely performing (QoS-aware) store and forwarding
actions on them. By means of an AR/VR use-case, we show how applications and involved devices
can benefit from offloading application tasks to the 6G network.
AR end devices have conflicting design goals. This involves high wearing comfort, being wireless (to
support high freedom of movement to the user), as well as being powerful in terms of their
computational resources so to perform the complex application-related tasks (e.g. video rendering
or object/pattern detection). However, AR devices cannot be equipped with large batteries, as the
devices would otherwise become too heavy. On the other hand, the complex tasks they have to
complete are computing-, and thus, energy-consuming and can also lead to heating up the devices.
Figure 18 illustrates an exemplary AR scenario, highlighting the fast battery drainage. The first gray
box on the left denotes the AR devices and the applications running on them . It shows a haptic
glove , a racket  and ball, and an AR glass with integrated headphones . The haptic glove
performs an intelligent filtering of sensory information and the racket can detect whether the ball
was hit or missed. The AR glasses act as a designated device for synchronizing the flows belonging
to the different modalities of the user (haptic feedback of glove and racket, audio, and video). This
can be done, for example, via tethering, where the AR glasses sets up a hotspot to which the glove
and the racket connect. The AN
connects the devices with the core network . Via the data
network , the data – pre-processed at the AR devices - is transmitted to the application server and
vice-versa . Due to the computations carried out on the end-user equipment, their batteries drain
fast.

Figure 18: The AR application tasks are executed in the AR devices (glove, racket, ear-phones and AR
glasses), leading to fast battery drainage.

This issue can be overcome by leveraging INC in the 6G user plane, such that application- and
device-specific tasks can be offloaded to the UP entities. Such a scenario is outlined in Figure 19. The
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user plane entities (i.e. AN and UPFs) can be programmed to execute the AR application tasks in
the network. The first gray box shows the involved AR devices . Compared to the scenario denoted
in Figure 18, the computations are not performed at the end-devices themselves. Instead, by means
of the programmable UP , the involved UP entities (the AN  and the UP function(s) in the core
network ) carry out the information filtering, pattern detection, and flow synchronization while
simultaneously forwarding the data. The processed data is then sent via the data network to the
application server . The UP entities and the UE(s) are programmed via a controller, e.g. via the AF
, to define the packet treatment.

Figure 19: Offloading application tasks to the UP nodes: The AR application tasks are executed in network
devices, reducing the complexity of the AR devices and thus reducing their energy consumption. The UP is
programmed via a controller.

Such a solution would mean a paradigm shift from pure communication flows or QoS Flows to
communication and compute flows. For their realization, the UP entities would need to be
enhanced by sufficient (virtual) computational resources and memory to carry out the
computations. To define the computations in the UP nodes, two options could be feasible. That is,
(1) a pre-defined (potentially standardized) set of generic micro-services that (nearly) every UP entity
supports off the shelf and (2) very specific micro-services, defined for example by an AF, supported
by a subset of UP entities.

Conclusions on Intelligent User Plane
Section 6 elaborates on technical solutions and their architectural impacts for 6G networks. More
specifically, it discussed different solutions for an Intelligent User plane design so to meet the
challenging requirements of future real-time sensory services and applications like the Metaverse
and AR. We presented a broad set of ideas, covering solutions related to a flatter network design
and segment routing, as well as in-network computing and machine learning. Indeed, we have
indicated how the different proposals can reduce both, the network load and latency and thus
support future Internet applications.
We condensed the presented ideas into two technology trends that enable an IUP, as depicted in
Figure 20. The first one by delegating functionalities to the transport layer, the second one by
leveraging in-network computing. For both the technology trends, we focused on their
architectural impact by elaborating on their potential control and user plane implications. For the
latter, the adaptations for the 6G architecture may include (but not be limited to) the integration of
new reference points to support shorter paths along the user plane, as well as an extension of the
CU-UP functionality. Furthermore, a simplified UPF design as compared to 5G UPFs, in the sense
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that functionalities are implemented in the access routers integrated with the 6G UPF. Finally, we
detailed on embedding INC features into the UPF, which can be achieved by means of UPF
programmability and a logical entity, allowing to perform computations on the flows as they
traverse the UPF. This logical entity could be realized, for example, by means of a new computational
layer integrated into the UP stack.

Figure 20: potential 6G User Plane design in comparison to 5G state of the art
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7. Flexible programmable
infrastructures
6G should provide full service support (i.e. going beyond just network connectivity) that would
transform the notion of the “session” from a “connectivity session” to a full service execution. For this
to be possible, scalable resource control is needed, i.e. a coherent, holistic control of a running
network, which includes controlling access, routing, compute and storage nodes at the same time.
Under these conditions, it also becomes possible to transform the network from a static entity,
rooted in careful dimensioning and pre-planning, to a more dynamic entity with runtime
assignment of resources for specific tasks such as flows, processing requests, etc. This dynamicity,
based on efficient request scheduling, is known to lead to benefits for both the end user and the
network operator (e.g. reducing the total cost of ownership, the network footprint, etc.).
Dealing at scale with the amount of monitoring information that will be generated in 6G systems,
both from the infrastructure and the services requires embracing a more distributed paradigm for
data distribution and storage. Furthermore, location-transparent access to data should be provided
in 6G systems to facilitate the consumption of information throughout the system, regardless the
location of the storage or the data consumer.
These changes should be accompanied by an advance in the adopted programmability model.
Instead of network focused, low level programmability mode, as available now, 6G systems should
adopt a more generic, declarative programmability model, where the desired status is stated
instead of the set of corrective actions to reach it. That model should focus on all parts of the
infrastructure, including the access, transport network, higher level network processing, storage,
etc. Taken together, these traits give the future infrastructure the flavor of Flexible Programmable
Infrastructures.

Scalable resource control
Figure 21a shows an excerpt of a resource set controlled by a hypothetical network operator. Some
of the depicted resources are physical devices (e.g. switches or routers), owned by the operator,
whereas many of them can be virtual, e.g. virtual machines hosted by a local, or even global, cloud
provider. Some resources act as routers and forward control or data packets between different
interfaces, others are leaf or stub nodes that are only source and sink of messages but do not forward
them between different interfaces. However, stub nodes can be multi-homed nevertheless. This
resource set may be expanded by additional resources, e.g., smartphone resources that extend the
6G control and/or data plane, as shown in Figure 21b. One leaf node gets an additional link and is
multi-homed then. In Figure 21c a complete network of resources gets connected, i.e., it is included
into the existing resource set. The latter two illustrate scenarios in which the operator expands (and
later possibly shrinks) its network in terms of geographical footprint, capacity, quality of service
under increased load, etc.
This expansion, extension of resources may be due to an increased capacity demands, e.g. due to
events such as fairs, demonstrations or sport event. The original, physical resources may be owned
by the event organizer or a third party (e.g. cloud provider). In any case, their quick and precise
inclusion in the resource set of the operator and their subsequent usage to support existing or
enable running new services is what is of interest in this scenario.
In our opinion, an essential precondition to realize this use case is resilient interconnection of all
resources. This is to say, inclusion cannot come as a conventional, management activity that requires
manual configuration or the added resources. It has to be dynamic, control-oriented, with each
added resource being available to use almost instantaneously after it gets connected to at least one
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other resource already owned by the operator. This is why we see protocols to interconnect a
dynamically changing set of resources the most critical contribution at this stage.

Figure 21: Large Scale Operator Network Scenario

There are plenty of requirements for the said interconnection protocol that can be seen relevant
based on the depicted scenario, such as:
1.

Scalability to a large set of resources. Large operator networks comprise several 100 000s
network resources. Additional user equipment can easily scale this up to several millions of
resources. Scalability should consider the size of the routing tables and the number of
exchanged protocol control messages in dependence of the number of resources. This
includes both initial connectivity establishment as well as the protocol's reaction to dynamic
failure situations.

2.

Support for continuous dynamics in the resource set due to different workload in the control
plane. One can expect that the control plane has to inherently scale with the overall load and
size of the system, i.e., when more users generate more services requests, the control plane
resources must be scaled accordingly and (ideally) automatically. Therefore, the routing
protocol must be able to converge quickly enough in order to allow for a stable and reliable
connectivity among the currently active resources.
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3.

Supporting high dynamics (churn) of devices at the edge/access of the network. This churn
stems from a large number of potential users as well as from their mobility and multi-homing
possibilities.

4. Instantaneous change of a large number of resources. Nowadays an additional larger amount
of resources can be provided ad-hoc by using cloud-based virtual resources, e.g., when a larger
telecommunication provider includes a large set of virtual resources. Another scenario that
may cause a large number of changes can occur when virtual mobile network operators lease
a large set of resources from vertical telecommunication providers.
5.

Support for heterogeneous topologies, i.e., the overall topology may possess a power law
property, but some parts of the topology may have denser properties, e.g., resource subsets
stemming from cloud-based virtual resources.

Next-generation programmable network
infrastructures
In next-generation mobile networks, connectivity is going to be present everywhere. So there exists
the need to be able to manage these extremely complex networks that expand multiple domains
(even reaching the extreme edge) in an intent-based approach or in a more declarative way, i.e. with
declarative interfaces to manage the whole heterogeneous network of resources. As the number of
devices participating in the networking topology increases, the complexity of its management and
control also increases proportionally. The main objective of such an interface is to be able to
automatically translate from user requirements into network deployment and operation strategies.
In order to achieve such objective, one needs to i) explore the use of big data to collect network
operation and user performance data, required for the automation and acquire visibility, ii) develop
AI models that are capable of predicting user experience and network performance, to be able to
determine if changes in the network could impact performance, and ii) explore network
programmable data planes (P4 and OpenFlow) and their respective network controller's integration
into next-generation networks, to further understand how these technologies can enable an intentbased interface to control the network infrastructure.

Figure 22: Next generation network slicing1

1

This image has been designed using resources from Flaticon.com
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Moreover, aside from dynamically supporting and interconnecting a wide variety of devices that can
dynamically be scaled based on the capacity demand and supporting declarative MANO interfaces,
another use case that this WI will explore is the ability to guarantee performance isolation in such
heterogeneous and decentralized networks. The network should be capable of being sliced into
smaller performance segments that can guarantee delay, traffic isolation, and/or capacity for a
subset of the communicating services. To realize this performance isolation one needs to explore, i)
smart traffic performance detection algorithms to predict traffic patterns in microscale, and ii)
dynamic network resource allocation control mechanisms, that reprogram the networking
resources, based on real-time metrics, and predicted traffic, and iii) network digital twin, providing
network simulation, planning, and replay capabilities.

Decentralised and Distributed Data Fabric
6G leverages on the shift already introduced by 5G on which the monolithic architecture of the
previous generation moved towards network and service-oriented architectures. Consequently, it is
pushing towards even more decentralised and distributed architectures for the data, control and
management planes, while expanding it further in several technological domains targeting more
disaggregated and flexible programmable infrastructures. This not only means that its architecture
will be more decentralised, distributed and heterogeneous, but it will also accommodate a more
open and collaborative paradigm between different stakeholders (e.g., bringing an even closer
engagement of the vertical stakeholders) and interfaces towards decision-making entities either for
telemetry or increased AI-based automation. Thus, programmable network infrastructure will be
able to dynamically add or remove resources from different domains on-the-go and in a plug-andplay fashion way, without the burden of complex reconfigurations.
The underlying network infrastructure will then evolve from mere data pipes to an actual
decentralised and distributed data fabric that is able to understand data and eventually its
semantics, and therefore transparently applying additional processing to improve the overall
efficiency of the network. Let’s assume the following examples for a better understanding of its
importance:
1.

Location abstraction: In a decentralised network infrastructure, it is paramount that the
operation of many of its core components are decoupled from any location requirements. In
this way, nodes can e.g. dynamically join and leave or move across different location without
impacting the configuration and operation of the decentralised system as a whole. To
facilitate such goal, data shall become independent of its location, application, storage or any
means of transportation. While in traditional data pipes the end points of these called pipes
must be known à priori, a data fabric supporting the network infrastructure is expected to
improve efficiency, security, and provide better scalability and robustness for decentralised
systems.

2.

Plug-and-play functionalities: the capability to introduce new functionalities is paramount for
the so-called programmable network infrastructures, thus they must be incorporate in a
seamless way that does not disrupt the entire system. For example, network storages can be
easily plug-in anywhere in the cloud-to-things continuum, making them ubiquitously.

3.

Fencing-based data governance: if part of the infrastructure is shared between different
parties, or exposed to third-party users, it is paramount to isolate each tenant and ensure that
information does not leak to unauthorised parties. The same applies when data shall not cross
a given regional or global boundary. In this case, the data fabric itself must be able to ensure
the previous cases, releasing the infrastructure managers, service providers from such burden.

Altogether, the scale at which data will be generated and consumed by 6G systems, both from
infrastructure and services, will highly increase, imposing innovative and distributed paradigms for
data distribution and storage that can simultaneously preserve data privacy and anonymity. In the
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following are presented several characteristics that should be considered in the design of a data
fabric:
1. Communication paradigms: Data can be consumed in by following different communication
paradigms: push or pull. On one hand, the push communication paradigm data is sent
towards the destination without having a prior request. On the other hand, both poll and pull
communication paradigms require an explicit request by the consumer prior to the sending
of data. Moreover, pull communication paradigms can be subcategorized into
publish/subscribe or request/response, which differ on how data is requested and delivered.
While the former only needs to request the data once (i.e., subscription) which is then sent to
whenever an update occurs, the latter needs to send individual requests for each data retrieval.
2.

Cardinality: Producers and consumers of data might define different relationships between
one another by defining different communication associations and scopes, which can be
classified as unicast (1-to-1), broadcast (1-to-many), multicast (1-to-many, many-to-many), or
anycast (many-to-few. many-to-1). Each differs on how data is first grouped among
communication entities and later transmitted and forwarded within the network.

3.

Data Consistency: Keeping data uniform as it moves between communication entities is
paramount for a consistent view of a distributed system state. It can be categorised into point
in time consistency, transaction consistency, and application consistency. Moreover, different
consistency models can be considered as a balance between consistency, availability and
partition tolerance (i.e., CAP theorem) [24].

4. Location transparency: Although the origin of data is always tied to a specific location, in a
distributed system entities intend to fetch data about the overall system (or of a specific
function) without explicitly stating the location of such data. As such, host-oriented
approaches introduce bigger overhead and complexity when compared to data-oriented
approaches. In the latter, producers and consumers address the data itself instead of the host
serving it, thus relying on the network infrastructure to forward the requests towards the
entities containing such data and retrieve back the response to the consumers.
5.

Storage: In general, that data is produced and consumed on the spot and at the time it was
generated, thus putting the burden on the consumer side in case it needs to access past data.
The capability to store any data not only increases the flexibility of the data distribution but
also decouples the producer and consumer in time, facilitating the integration of new entities
and mechanisms. For example, AI/ML decision-making entities to build datasets for their
training stages as well as to create more complex workflows where the input might vary
according to intermediary decision outputs.

6. Operation Modes: Data exchanges must support different operation modes both dependent
and independent from the network infrastructure. In a dependent mode, communication
entities rely on brokers or rendezvous points to match and forward data between them. In an
independent mode like peer to peer or ad hoc modes, communication entities can organize
themselves in different network topologies (e.g., mesh network) while being able to not only
forward data between directly connected entities but also route data in a multi-hop fashion.

Nevertheless, the decentralised and distributed data fabric supporting a 6G system will have to
accommodate a multitude of usage scenarios and application since they might differ in terms of
requirements and/or data distribution needs. Therefore, it must be flexible to support the widest
range of capabilities to support the current and envisioned requirements but at the same time to
be extensible to support non-expected requirements that might arise in the future.
Since network intelligence is one of upcoming aspects to be embedded in 6G systems, which highly
rely on data for its operation, see Figure 23, as an example, the trade-offs to be tackled by a network
intelligence native framework in what concerns its data fabric needs. These are intrinsically different,
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mostly driven by the monitoring and enforcement elements in the network (as depicted in the lefthand side of the figure). As the main driver for decisions made by a network intelligence is time,
time is either directly or indirectly bounding the quality and selection of selected algorithms. When
associated with a given task for network intelligence, these trade-offs must be taken into
consideration in order to meet any task deadlines (as depicted in the right-hand side of the figure).
Data collection and/or data processing depend on the underlying infrastructure and its capabilities
to complete a given action, affecting directly on the time needed to execute the network
intelligence algorithms. Two main contextual environments define the conditions upon which the
network intelligence algorithms must be executed: (i) the infrastructure monitoring data; and (ii)
the infrastructure decision enforcement. Finally, once timing constraints are set, the network
intelligence algorithm must consider further degrees of variability that must be articulated by
means of selection and implementation of its decision-making model [23].

Figure 23: Network Intelligence Degrees of Freedom [24]

Therefore, it must be flexible to support the widest range of capabilities to support the current and
envisioned requirements but at the same time to be extensible to support non-expected
requirements that might arise in the future.

State of the art
The increased use of software-based and virtualized network infrastructures promises the provision
of more flexible and elastic network services, but also inflicts new challenges for Operations,
administration, and Maintenance (OAM) of the corresponding network resources: their large
number, the higher dynamics, and the denser meshed topologies. A separate infrastructure for outof-band OAM (which would also require its own setup, configuration, and OAM) has prohibitive costs
and scaling limitations. Thus, a highly reliable and stable in-band control plane connectivity
between the network resources for OAM is required [8][9][2].
Network topologies have changed a lot in the last decades. While network links were expensive and
network topologies were sparse in the past, the trend toward more dense, highly connected
networking topologies is largely driven by the advent of data center fabrics (e.g., Leaf-Spine, Clos or
Fat Tree topologies [1]) and use of virtualization technologies in networking (software-based
switches and network function virtualization). Virtualized network infrastructures imply not only an
increased number of connected nodes as virtual instances can be easily created in larger numbers,
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they also entail higher dynamics, i.e., topology changes, due to their on-demand supply feature
(elasticity).
Legacy routing protocols do not scale well in such highly connected denser topologies and require
modifications [15][4][20]. Traditionally, scalability was considered by subdividing networks into
separate areas (e.g., as in introduced in OSPF [17]). However, this required careful manual
configuration and is unfeasible for large scale highly virtualized elastic infrastructures: Forthcoming
network infrastructures must be easier to manage or must be even able to manage themselves [5].
Current approaches try to reduce overhead and configuration effort [15] in specific topologies, but
do not change the basic flooding nature of the protocol or are limited to specific topologies [20][22].
Example uses for control plane fabrics are the control connections between a controller and its
controlled switches of SDN-based networks or between the Virtualized Infrastructure Manager and
its resources in the NFV-MANO framework [10], the Network Virtualization Authority to interconnect
network virtualization edge switches as considered in the NVO3 Architecture [3], or cluster
networking (networking solutions for Kubernetes). For the latter two, BGP with reflectors is often
used, which also requires configuration.
DISCO [18] is a distributed compact routing scheme for ID-based routing that scales with 𝑂(#𝑛 log 𝑛)
and provides a worst case stretch guarantee. It is not a genuine ID-based protocol since it uses
topological addresses and two mapping systems for ID to locator resolution. The approach is more
complex as it requires four protocols: synopsis diffusion for estimating the number of nodes, a path
vector protocol within a node’s vicinity and to all landmarks, a distributed hash tables (DHT) protocol
across all landmarks, and a DHT combined with a distance vector protocol for the sloppy group
maintenance. Since traffic is routed via landmarks, one can expect some traffic concentration at
landmarks. The dynamics of the protocol (i.e., reaction to link failure and link repair) have not been
designed or evaluated in [18]. A closely related approach to R2/Kad is UIP (Unmanaged Internet
Protocol) [11][12] that also uses ID-based addressing and a Kademlia-based routing table. Its main
goal is to provide connectivity between otherwise unconnected domains and subnetworks. The
efficiency of the routes themselves was not in focus (e.g., no PNS or PR used) rather than efficiently
finding some route. Moreover, dynamics besides network split and network merge were not
considered or evaluated. Similarly, the original Kademlia scheme [16] does not provide any route
rediscovery mechanism: non-reachable nodes get merely evicted after some time. Virtual Ring
Routing (VRR) [6] is also a DHT-inspired routing protocol that is ID-based. It does not consider route
efficiency so some routes may incur high stretch. VRR sets up virtual links along the path instead of
using source routing to route between ID-wise neighbours. This requires to establish forwarding
state in intermediate nodes thereby reducing scalability: some nodes have to establish lots of
forwarding entries and may have to forward lots of traffic. In contrast to KIRA’s PathID scheme, paths
setup by VRR are not aggregable. VRR was designed in the context of wireless ad-hoc networks and
was evaluated in small topologies (200 [6] – 1 024 nodes [18]) only. VIRO [14], [7] proposes a virtual IDrouting scheme based on an additional mapping layer that employs a Kademlia like structure.
However, changes in the physical topology require changes in the virtual ID space, i.e., the virtual
IDs are topology dependent. The protocol requires address space construction, address assignment
as well as a publish and query mechanism for address mappings.
The RPL routing protocol [21] was chosen as routing protocol for the Autonomic Control Plane [9]
and is said to be scalable as it aims to connect 100 000s of IoT devices. RPL is a distance vector
protocol that creates a tree-like structure (DODAG), but requires configuration of DODAG roots and
creates heavy traffic concentration near DODAG root node [19]. The routing table can be extremely
small as it only needs to store a few paths towards the root. Its inherent treelike structure enforces
routes along the DODAG, leading to high stretch and inefficiency in certain topologies. Using more
efficient routes comes at the cost of additional entries or also additional route discovery overhead
[13]. Recent efforts try to mitigate the scaling issues of link-state protocols in denser data center
topologies [20]. However, some of the solutions possess inherent scaling limitations, because they
still use flooding and state, while other solutions (e.g., RIFT) are designed for specific topologies only.
Modern systems operating across the Cloud-to-Things continuum highly rely on information
exchange between devices and applications while operating across a network. Usually, to support
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such approach information exchange at scale is provided by cloud computing, which provides ondemand availability of computer system resources, especially data storage and computing power,
without direct active management by the user. For example, Function as a Service (FaaS) services
[25], such as Azure IOT Edge, Amazon Greengrass, Google’s Cloud IoT, Apache OpenWhisk, or
OpenFaas, are used to support the Things segment through widely-adopted platforms for stream
processing. Although it provides a level of abstraction of the continuum, OPEX reductions, or
functions scalability, developers still depend on lower-level communication frameworks in a very
segmented environment. As an example, different solutions are used to address data-in-motion
(e.g., Apache Kafka, DDS, MQTT, NATS, øMQ) or and data-at-rest (e.g., MariaDB, OpenZFS, Amazon
S3, InfluxDB), which usually are not efficient or design to different segments of the continuum.
Lastly, the things segment has always been hidden from such integration through points of contact,
like gateways or brokers, that intermediate the communication between the IoT devices and the
Edge and Cloud, as a way to decouple solutions from the requirements of low-power and
constrained networks widely used in the IoT domain (e.g., Bluetooth, LoRA, Zigbee, Thread, etc).
Although such solution abstracts the constraints and requirements from the IoT domain, it implies
a centralization of communications that introduces single point of failures and attacks, and limits
the potentially to use the resources available in last segment of the continuum.
As a consequence, this diversity and heterogeneous of programming frameworks and models
hinders the efficient development of any decentralized and fully distributed data fabric that exploits
all the resources in the continuum continuum, since developers require to go through a complex
and cumbersome process of patch working and integrating different solutions [26].

Runtime request scheduling
In an environment as dynamic as 6G is expected to be, in which a plethora of diverse services are
supposed to coexist and efficiently share the underlying infrastructure, proper scheduling of
incoming service request (in the broadest possible sense of the word) becomes critical. In the
following we briefly describe the approach taken by [27] to solve the problem.
The working environment of [27] is shown in Figure 24. Service request scheduling refers to the
selection of the ‘best’ service instance, within the set of active service instances, to serve a service
request at runtime of the overall system. This scheduling decision is performed only at the ingress
SARs, which receive the service requests from the clients, while the remaining SARs illustrated act
as forwarding nodes. The scheduling decision is interpreted as a service request routing problem at
the data plane level.
The implemented and evaluated runtime scheduler is one that takes the computing capabilities of
the service instances in the network into consideration for the scheduling decision. It is therefore
referred to as the Compute-Aware Distributed Scheduler, or CArDS. The objective of CArDS is to
maximize the system’s processing throughput by minimizing the (service) request completion time
(as the sum of the delays at SARs and instances, together with network propagation delays) for
individual service requests.
The forwarding is realized as a two stage process. First, the ingress SAR determines all outgoing
interfaces along which an incoming service request could be sent. It then selects the appropriate
interface to be used by implementing the scheduling decisions, which is elaborated in the following
paragraphs. In essence, the SAR performs an on-path resolution of the service identifier provided in
the service request to (a direction towards) a possible service instance; with this, the SAR has taken
over the role of the DNS albeit utilizing the compute awareness in the scheduling decision to
forward packets. A forwarding SAR then simply forwards the request to the next hop of a SAR,
utilizing suitable encapsulation techniques.
Key to the compute-awareness of our solution is the mapping of compute units onto suitable
routing constraints that can be taken as input during the ingress forwarding decision, i.e. the
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scheduling decision. This routing constraints are used for scheduling a packet at an ingress
semantic router to one of the possible many service instances.

Figure 24: Service routing system overview

For this, we assume the integration of the compute metric assignment in placement methods and
service orchestration operations. In order to turn the compute unit assignments into routing
constraints, the service orchestration flattens and joins the service instance-specific compute units
into a compute vector for a specific service identifier that represents a set of service instances. The
needed information for each service identifier, containing each SI's locator together with the
number of compute units allocated per instance, is expressed as lower and upper sub-interval
bounds in the compute vector. The reasoning behind the use of the interval-based method in the
compute vector is further explained in the scheduling mechanism in the following paragraphs.
The compute vector then needs distribution to the network ingress points to perform suitable
scheduling operations together with the respective locator information for each service instance for
the given service identifier. Key here is that this vector is seen as being rather stable since it is part
of the overall service deployment and placement of service instances. Hence, any change will likely
happen infrequently only, if at all during the service lifetime. As a consequence, extensions to
existing routing protocols, to distribute the computing vector among all routers, will unlikely cause
much additional overhead to the routing protocol performance. As an alternative, a service
management system may directly signal the routing information to the ingress semantic routers
only.
Once an ingress SAR receives a service request, after checking for a routing table entry for the
service identifier provided in the request, the suitable next hop (or service instance destination) is
selected through a weighted round robin, with the weights being the compute unit for the service
instance in the compute vector of the service identifier.
In order to avoid the need for implementing multiplications for the weights (i.e. compute units) at
the scheduling decision at ingress SA, we assume that compute units are distributed as subintervals instead, with the total interval length being the sum of the compute units (each subinterval equals one compute unit) of all the available service instances for the service identifier. This
flattening of the weights into a vector allows for realizing the weighted round robin through a
simpler counter, k, that cycles through that interval for any new service request that arrives at the
semantic router. For every new increment of the counter, or wrap-around once the end of the
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complete interval vector is reached, the scheduling operations retrieve the next hop, i.e. service
instance destination information, for the current counter and stores its new value in the routing
table to be used for the next arriving request. Each semantic router chooses a random initial value
for k, therefore increasing the randomness between individual semantic routers.
The needed scheduling operations are limited to a routing table lookup and a cycling of a counter
over an interval (stored as part of the routing table). Technologies such as P4 [28] can be used for
realizing such operations at line speed. Using structured binary names for the service identifier in
our system allows for utilizing existing longest-prefix match operations to determine the suitable
interval in our operations, while increment operations over such interval can be directly realized
through P4 operations.
[27] provide comprehensive evaluations of the proposed solution, focusing in particular on
comparing it with alternative viable scheduling solutions, such as random scheduling and the
solution presented in [29]. Without discussing the details of the experimental evaluation setup, it
suffices here to mention that CArDS brings benefits by significantly reducing request completion
times in high load settings, e.g. those with above 1300 clients. This is shown in Figure 25.

Figure 25: Runtime scheduling performance
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8. Conclusions
6G is expected to make a breakthrough on how the mobile network services are delivered and
consumed. It is supposed to enable a myriad of novel use cases, many of which come with a whole
set of, often conflicting, requirements. Besides just enabling these use cases, 6G is supposed to be
green, i.e., contribute to reducing overall energy consumption and achieving environmental
sustainability. In addition to being user- and environment-friendly, 6G should also be operatorfriendly, make possible easy development and deployment of new services, extensions of running
ones, as well as interventions in the network itself.
This white paper reviewed a number of technologies that may play a pivotal role in 6G. Latest
advances related to radio access and its accompanying technologies such as extensions in the
range of higher frequencies, next generation MIMO and ISAC were discussed, state of the art ideas
introduced and explained, open problems stated. Potential roles of artificial intelligence and
machine learning in the context of networking were reviewed in a comprehensive and elaborate
manner, as well as the user plane enhancements, critical to realize the 6G vision. Finally, network
programmability and the need for holistic network architecture was addressed as the direction
toward desired flexibility.
We view this set of technologies as a nucleus from which the 6G will emerge. We, however, do not
limit 6G to these technologies only. Future versions of this white paper will follow advances in these
technologies, just as they will report on development of other enabling technologies that are yet to
emerge and come into 6G focus.
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